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Finding the right family car Simple ways to save at the pump
There is much to consider when purchasing

The cost of fuel dipped in
2014, but drivers are still
looking for ways to spend
less at the pump. For many
drivers, that means driving
less. Driving less will save
money, and doing so also
reduces fuel consumption
and contributes to fewer
emissions entering the air,
FSXLSJ[LMGLGERFIRI½XXLI
environment.
But many drivers are unable
to drive less, as commitments
to work and family require
them to get behind the
wheel more often than they
might prefer. Such drivers
may be looking for ways to
reduce their fuel costs, and
fortunately there are several
ways to do just that.

Parents have a host of
options at their disposal
when the time comes to
buy new cars for their families.While dad might have
long dreamed of driving the
fastest sports car on the
market, such a vehicle does
not make much practical
WIRWI[LIRGEVXVMTW½KYVI
to be made with kids in tow.
Finding the right car for a
family depends on a host
of factors, as what makes a
good vehicle for one family
will not always make a great
choice for another family
right down the street.When
choosing a car for their families, parents can consider the
following factors to ensure
they choose the vehicles
that best suit the needs of
their broods.
Cost
While cost should not be
the only consideration when
choosing a family vehicle,
parents must determine
their budget before beginning their search for a new
ride. Aside from a home,
cars are the most expensive
purchase many people will
ever make, which only highlights the importance parIRXWQYWXTPEGISR½RHMRK
the right vehicles for their
families. Luxury cars, SUVs
and sports cars tend to be
the most expensive vehicles
on the market, and young
parents just starting out or
parents of school-aged kids
with college educations to
GSRWMHIVQMKLX½RHXLEXPIWW
expensive vehicles make
the most practical sense for
their families. Parents also

must determine if they are
½RERGMRKSVPIEWMRKXLIMV
vehicles or buying them outright. Financing and leasing
often requires full insurance
coverage, which can be
pricey, while buying outright
affords vehicle owners to
choose the level of coverage
they are most comfortable
with. Determine insurance
costs on a given model
before driving offthe lot with
the pedal to the metal.
Family size
The size and potential size
of the family also must be
considered before buying a
new car. Kids grow up and
get bigger, and parents who
want to have more children
down the road should consider just how big they want
their family to be before
buying a new car. Look for a
car that not only suits your
family now, but one that will
cater to your family’s needs
down the road as well.
Overlooking this important
factor now may force you to
replace the car you ultimately buy sooner than you had
hoped.
Safety
Safety is the top priority
for many parents as they
purchase new cars for their
families. Look for a car with
a high safety rating and
a proven track record of
ensuring passengers survive
accidents. The Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety
(www.iihs.org) as well as
XLI2EXMSREP,MKL[E]8VEJ½G
Safety Administration (www.
nhtsa.gov) test and rate

new vehicles for safety, and
parents should look up the
results of these tests and
ratings on any vehicle they
are considering purchasing
for their families.
Use
Family cars are rarely
limited to getting mom or
dad to and from work and
for trips to the grocery
store.Today’s kids are more
active than ever before, and
chances are their schedules are as packed as their
parents’. Consider the many
chauffeuring trips you will
have to make in the years to
come, and choose a car that
is equipped to handle those
trips. Parents who double
as soccer coaches may
FIRI½XJVSQFY]MRKQMRivans that can easily store
all that sports equipment,
while those whose children
participate in activities that
take them far and wide may
want a car that’s especially
JYIPIJ½GMIRX
Comfort
Luxury vehicles may provide the most comfortable
ride, but parents who are
not yet ready to go that
VSYXIRIIHRSXWEGVM½GI
comfort in favor of practicality. Families spend lots of
time in their vehicles, and
summer vacations or winter
holiday road trips are that
much more enjoyable when
everyone is riding in comfort.While comfort might
not be the foremost priority
for parents, it is something
to consider when buying
new family vehicles. T

· Reconsider your choice of
fuel. Many of today’s auto
manufacturers now design
their vehicles so they can run
smoothly on regular unleaded gas, which is typically
PMWXIHEW±SGXERI²EX½PPMRK
stations.That’s important to
know, as regular gas is often
considerably less expensive
than alternatives that are
higher octanes. Many drivers
may even choose regular unleaded, but opt for premium
gas every third or fourth trip,
feeling that the higher octane
fuel every so often will increase performance of older
engines. But many engines
are designed to run smoothly
ERHIJ½GMIRXSRPS[SGXERI
fuel, meaning it’s unnecessary
to choose premium gas,
even if you only do so once
in a blue moon. Read your
vehicle’s owner’s manual to
determine the best fuel for
your car.

es seem especially high. Some
patience may pay off with
several dollars in savings, and
those savings can add up to a
WMKRM½GERXEQSYRXSJQSRI]
over time.
· Become a less aggressive
driver. Drivers with hectic
schedules tend to be more
aggressive when behind the
wheel. But driving aggressively is unsafe and potentially costly.When driven at
speeds that exceed 55 miles
per hour, vehicles lose fuel
economy. According to the
California Energy Commission’s Consumer Energy Center, driving 55 miles per hour
instead of 75 miles per hour
can reduce fuel costs by as
much as 75 percent.
· Remove unnecessary
weight. A car trunk might
seem like a great place to
keep your golf clubs, and it
may be tempting to leave
that roof rack on top of your
car after a recent camping
trip, but such unnecessary
cargo in or on your car
makes it harder for the car
to get from point A to point
B.That forces the car to
consume more fuel. Unless

your immediate plans include
hitting the links or hunkering
down at a nearby campsite,
remove unnecessary weight
from the car so your next
trip to the gas station is less
expensive.
The cost of fuel can make
XVMTWXSXLI½PPMRKWXEXMSRMRXS
costly excursions. But drivers
willing to reconsider conventional wisdom and change
their driving habits can save
substantial amounts of money over time. T

100% GUARANTEED FINANCING

John
n Ingersoll

· Buy when the time is right.
4VMGIWEX½PPMRKWXEXMSRW¾YGXYate on a daily basis, so unless
your car is running on empty,
EZSMH½PPMRKYT[LIRXLITVMG-

Saless Manager
yorkvillepreowned.net
johnuauto@yahoo.com
0 Main
n St.
60
Y 13495
Yorkville,, NY
1 • Fax:: 315-736-8995
Phone:: 315-292-8181

Boulevard Trailers, Inc.

Model 100R

1,195

$
$

315-736-5851

boulevardtrailers.com

2 Oriskany Boulevard, Whitesboro, NY 13492
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Simple defensive driving techniques anyone can employ
Help reduce the risk of accidents
Driving defensively is a
great way for motorists to
reduce their risks of accident, maintain their vehicles
over the long haul and
save money on their auto
insurance. But driving can be
habit-forming, and over time
many drivers develop habits
that can compromise their
safety on the road.
No driver wants to make
roads less safe, and many

may just need to reacquaint themselves with the
following defensive driving
techniques they learned way
FEGO[LIRXLI]½VWXWXEVXIH
driving as teenagers.
· Avoid distractions. Older
drivers didn’t have too many
things to distract them from
the road, but nowadays it’s
easy to be distracted whether you’re driving alone on an
empty road or sitting in rush

LSYVXVEJ½G[MXLHS^IRW
of your fellow commuters.
That’s because today’s
vehicles may be equipped
with televisions, smartphone
hookups and high-quality
sound systems that can
take drivers’ attention away
from the road. Drivers may
even be bringing additional
distractions with them into
their vehicles.When getting
behind the wheel, keep your
stereo speakers low and

turn off all of your devices
so you aren’t tempted to
check emails or text messages while driving.
· Don’t be in such a hurry.
Perhaps the most effective
defensive driving technique
is to slow down when on
the road.That’s easier said
than done, especially for
commuters who are running
late and trying to get to
XLISJ½GISRXMQI&YX
making a conscious effort
to slow down, even if you
are a few minutes late for
work or running late for an
appointment, can mean the
difference between getting
into an accident or staying
safe on the road. If you
know you are running late,
don’t try to compensate
by driving fast. Instead, call
ahead to let whoever might
be waiting for you know that
you will be a few minutes
late.
· Don’t lane hop. Frequent
switching between lanes
can make other drivers
nervous, increasing the risk
of an accident. In addition,
sudden or frequent lane
GLERKIWGERQEOIMXHMJ½GYPX
for drivers to maintain their
focus on the road and see
more than a few cars ahead
of them. Drivers who have
been on the road for a long
XMQIQE]JIIPGSR½HIRX
in their abilities to quickly
switch between lanes, but
JIPPS[QSXSVMWXWQE]½RH
such shifting distracting and
begin to drive erratically as
a result. Stay in one lane as
long as possible, and only
pass cars on the left.
· Don’t respond to aggressive drivers. If a fellow driver
is driving aggressively, slow
down and let them pass or
pull over and let them get
far away from you before
you return to the roadway.
Studies have indicated that
road rage incidents escalate
when drivers make eye contact with one another. Even
if you are not at fault, it’s up
to you to avoid a potentially
dangerous situation and
protect yourself and your
passengers.
Defensive driving techniques reduce the risk of
accidents and help to keep
cars running strong over the
long haul. Drivers can bene½XJVSQTIVMSHMGEPP]VIZMWMXMRK
such techniques and practicing them on roadways. T
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Collecting Bug
*G  I  G  G GG 
By: Al Dorantes

Some of my collections. One of my favorite BB gun finds. A 1939 Model 104 Double Gun., a double barreled BB gun!
The human species likes to
collect things. From the days
of Neolithic times when our
ancestors collected bones in
tiny piles in the back of their
caves to the 1960’s when
baseball cards and pet rocks
were the trend. We like to
collect things.
I have always collected
things. When I was a young
boy I had a pile of Matchbox
and Hot Wheels cars. Sure,
I played with them, but
collecting them, amassing
them was what made a
little kid smile. As I grew I
collected more things; comic
books, bottle caps and beer
cans, neon signs, and BB
guns. I collected all sorts of
stuff. By the time I was 25
-LEH½PPIHQ]LSYWI[MXL
antique furniture. I have
an antique sideboard, desk,
smoking stands, and more.

With a chuckle
I said, “Who
would sell their
collections?”
I laughed and
walked away.
-[IRXXSQ]½VWXERXMUYI
show when I was about 16
years old. It doesn’t sound
like a very exciting thing for
a teenager to do but, I was
hooked. There was all this
neat, old stuff and you could
take it home; all you needed
was money.
Row after row and booth
EJXIVFSSXL[EW½PPIH
with amazing old stuff.
WWII memorabilia always
caught my eye. I loved the
propaganda type posters.
“Buy War Bonds.” But, I did

not know enough about
them to warrant buying
them. Booths with tin toys
made me stop too. The tin
toys were another foreign
topic. Literally. The robots,
boats, and rockets were
stamped “Made in Germany”
or “Made in England” on
the bottom. The really neat
ones were marked,“Made
in Japan.”
At one of the Bouckville
antique shows I happened
upon a table of what looked
XSFIXMR]VM¾IW-TMGOIH
one up and immediately
realized that these guns
were not high caliber
½VIEVQWFYXVEXLIV&&KYRW
Red Ryder BB guns. Anyone
remotely familiar with the
movie,“A Christmas Story”
knows that,“You’ll shoot
your eye out.” I bought
Q]½VWX6IH6]HIV2YQFIV
111 Model 40 Red Ryder
Carbine. I was hooked
again.
I spent the next couple of
years traipsing to antique
shows across the northeast
buying up BB guns; one here
and one there. At a show,
I ran into a dealer who had
more than just one or two
BB guns. He had dozens.
Like a kid in the candy shop
I browsed, looked, and
drooled. I plunked down a
pile of cash and purchased
a 1939 Model 104 Double
Gun, a double barreled BB
gun.
We chatted while he
carefully wrapped the gun
in some bubble wrap. I said,
“This is going to look great
in my collection.”
The dealer said,“Yes it will.”
I said,“Your collection must
be huge.”

He smiled, waved his hand
over the rest of the guns,
and said,“Eventually all
collectors become dealers.”
With a chuckle I said,“Who
would sell their collections?”
I laughed and walked away.
Years later I had dozens
of Red Ryder BB guns. In
every corner of my house
there is a lever action 1000
shot carbine leaning in it as

if hostile natives were about
to attack. The BB guns stack
up everywhere. In my attic
one wrong move will topple
BB guns like dominos. I am
running out of room for all
my other stuff; comic books,
matchbox cars, and beer
cans. That is why I have
decided to start selling some
of the BB guns.
Every collector eventually
becomes a dealer. T
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Shop smart for vintage signs

GSSVHMREXMRKTMIGIW7SQI
sellers specialize in vintage
WMKREKI %RXMUYIWXSVIWEVI
TSTYPEVMRQER]XSYVMWX
XS[RWERHQENSVGMXMIW
[LIVIQSVIEVXMWXMGRIMKLFSVLSSHWXIRHXSMRGPYHI
SRISVQSVIERXMUYIWLSTW
-JETEVXMGYPEVERXMUYIWXSVI
HSIWRSXLEZI[LEX]SY
EVIPSSOMRKJSVXLI]QE]FI
EFPIXSWIGYVIGIVXEMRTMIGIW
]SYHIWMVIJVSQSXLIV
ZIRHSVW

 IIGG  G GG
Decorating with vintage
pieces can add an eclectic
¾EMVXLEXWIXW]SYVLSQI
ETEVXJVSQSXLIVW-RWXIEH

SJXLIGSSOMIGYXXIVHIWMKRW
QEWWTVSHYGIHJSVLSQI
GIRXIVWERHHITEVXQIRX
WXSVIWERXMUYIHIGSVGERFI

Spring Savings!
Swan’s Celebrating 60 Years

Customer Appreciation Day
Saturday, May 9th
Stop in for chemical & pool savings!

MRXIVIWXMRKI]IGEXGLMRKERH
HITIRHMRKSR[LIVI]SY
WLSTQSVIEJJSVHEFPI
One growing trend in
HIGSVEXMRK[MXLERXMUYIW
MWXLIYWISJZMRXEKIWMKRW
as artwork or even to
WIVZIEWGEFMRIXHSSVWSV
LIEHFSEVHW:MRXEKIWMKRW
lend well to kitchens and
FEXLVSSQWFYXGERFIYWIH
XLVSYKLSYXELSQIEW[IPP
*I[XLMRKWGERGSQTEVIXS
XLIHVEQEGSPSVERHYRMUYI
X]TSKVETL]TVSZMHIHF]ER-

Still booking for 2015 swimming
season (pools, liners & maintenance).
SCHEDULE YOUR POOL
OPENING TODAY!
132 Main St., Ilion

315.895.4321
3989 Oneida St., New Hartford

315.982.9760

Swan Pool & Spa EST 1955

The Essence of

Vintage signage and artwork is a growing trend in home decor.
XMUYIWMKRW %RHXLI]GERFI
YWIH[MXLGSXXEKIHIGSVSV
IZIRMRQSVIGSRXIQTSVEV]
LSQIW
7EZZ]WLSTTIVWSJXIRFIKMR
XLIMVUYIWXWJSVZMRXEKIWMKRW
EXIWXEXIERHKEVEKIWEPIW
1ER]XMQIWTISTPIWXEWL
E[E]SPHFIPSRKMRKWMREXXMGW
ERHFEWIQIRXWYRE[EVI
XLEXZMRXEKIMXIQWEVILMKLP]
ZEPYEFPIXSSXLIVW7LSTTIVWGER½RHKVIEXHIEPW
on vintage signs at estate
ERHKEVEKIWEPIW&EVKEMRW
EPWSGERFIJSYRHEXWXSVI
GPSWMRKWERHPMUYMHEXMSRW=SY

QE]IZIRFIEFPIXSTYVGLEWIXLIEGXYEPWMKRJVSQ
XLIWLYXXIVIHWXSVI
3RPMRIEYGXMSRWEVI
another place to search for
ZMRXEKIWMKRW&Y]IVWGERFMH
SRWMKRWSJJIVIHEXEYGXMSR
ERHLEZIQER]STXMSRWXS
GLSSWIJVSQ/IITMRQMRH
XLEX]SYQE]TE]QSVIJSV
the convenience of online
EYGXMSRWERHSXLIVWLSTTIVWGERUYMGOP]HVMZIYT
EYGXMSRTVMGIW

Shoppers looking for anXMUYIWMKRWEPWSGERTYVGLEWI
VITVSHYGXMSRW8LIVIEVI
QER]VIXEMPIVWXLEXTVSHYGI
ZIV]KSSHPMOIRIWWIWXLEX
QE]FIGSRWMHIVEFP]QSVI
EJJSVHEFPIXLERXLISVMKMREPW
=SYEPWSGERGSQQMWWMSRER
EVXMWXXSVITVSHYGIWMKREKI
XLEX½XW[MXL]SYVHIWMKR
TPERW7SQIVIWIEVGLSRPMRI
SVEUYIV]SJEVXMWXWMR]SYV
GSQQYRMX]QE]]MIPHTVSWTIGXW[LSGERTVSHYGIXLI
WMKR]SYGSZIX
Decorating with vintage
signs and other artwork
FIGSQIWQYGLIEWMIV[LIR
]SYORS[[LIVIXSWXEVX
]SYVWIEVGLJSVQEXIVMEPW
7GSYVMRKWEPIWERXMUYI
WXSVIWERHIZIRSRPMRIEYGXMSRWGERKIRIVEPP]TVSHYGI
EFIZ]SJSTXMSRWT

Home
%RXMUYIWLSTWEVIERSXLIV
ZIRYIJSVERXMUYIWMKRWERH

Create a space that surrounds
you with comfort & beauty.

Ask about our professional home
decorating services!

9785 River Road
MARCY, NY
315-735-0732

Hours:
Mon,, Tue,, Frii 10-8:30
5 • Sunday
y 12-4
Wed,, Thurs,, Satt 10-5
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Jamo’s Restaurant and Bar
New dining option in Herkimer
By: Al Dorantes
delectable desserts at the
restaurant including: cannoli, Neapolitan cheesecake,
cream puffs, dessert nachos,
tiramisu, and more.
Jamo’s offers lunch specials
for approximately $10 and
dinner entrees
starting around
$12. They have a
beautiful full bar
featuring 9 beers
and 3 wines on
tap.

Herkimer’s newest restaurant, Jamo’s Restaurant
and Bar can be found at
123 Mohawk Street. Jamo’s
is open Monday through
Thursday 11am-10pm,
Friday 11am to 11pm,

Fresh meat is the key at
Jamos. One of their signature dishes is Jamo’s burger,
a stuffed burger served
with fried pickles and Jamo’s
sauce. Jamo’s Burger sells
itself. Fortify your burgers

Jamo’s owner,
Jamie LaValla,
attended school
at Johnson &
Wales University
in Providence,
Rhode island.
She achieved an
associates degree in baking
& pastry and a bachelor’s
degree in food service
management/restaurant
management. After college
Jamie managed a restaurant
in Boston. The 123 Mohawk street building was
purchased in 2012 and the
restaurant was been in the
planning stages since. The
dream came to fruition and
opened March 27, 2012.
Jamie’s parents own
Melrose Supermarket in
Frankfort. Melrose Supermarket is a family owned
grocery store known for
its meat department. All
Jamo’s fresh meats come
from Melrose Supermarket. She picked up a strong
work ethic growing up at
the supermarket. Jamie said
about Jamo’s,“I expected
long hours. I knew it would
be even longer with my own
place. I mentally prepared
myself.” Lavalla grew up in a
family business (Melrose) so
working hard and jumping in
where needed was expected. “I’m dedicated to hard
work. I show employees
how it is done.”

and Saturday dinner 4-11.
Saturday features their 26
oz prime rib. Saturday and
Sunday Jamo’s offers brunch
10am to 2pm.

with hand cut French fries,
homemade pickles, and
sauces, dressings, and aiolis
also all homemade in house.
Jamie also makes all the

Jamie said,“The valley
didn’t need another Italian
restaurant. We went with
something different; something fresh.” Jamo’s Restaurant and Bar specializes in
steaks and burgers. Their
philosophy is customizability.
Jamo’s offers a lot of options;
if you don’t see what you
want in their menu then you
can create what you want.

The bright yellow building
is in a good location. Jamie
said,“It’s easily visible from
state route 5, State Street.”
8LITEVOMRKPSX½PPWYTJEWX
There is parking for approximately 20 cars plus easy
parking on the street.

For the freshest homemade food in town follow
Jamo’s Restaurant and Bar
on Facebook or go to: www.
jamosrestaurantandbar.com
for more information. T
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Presbyterian Home for Central New York Honors Volunteers
NEW HARTFORD, NY
– Presbyterian Home for
Central New York held their
annual volunteer recognition event on April 14th.
This year’s function had a
‘50’s diner atmosphere with
the theme,“Our Volunteers
Rock”, as staff members
sported sock-hop attire to
serve the volunteers hot
dogs and hamburgers, french
fries, and banana splits.
Featured speakers included
Presbyterian Homes & Ser-

vices (PH&S) Board Member Keith Roach, PH&S CEO
Michael Sweeney, Presbyterian Home Administrator
Christopher Durr, Director
of Volunteers Angela Ramp,
and Director of Activities
Jane Devecis. Jan Moore,
Presbyterian Homes &
Services Foundation Board
member, was in attendance
to support the event.
The following special
awards were given: 2015
1EV] )QP]R+VMJ½XL

Award to Mary Rose Attili
and Larry Smith; Presbyterian Home Volunteer of the
Year Award to Jackie McCoy;
and Years of Service Award
to Joan Evans. Entertainment
was provided by D.J. Michael
Viti.
“We are honored to have
so many special volunteers
that give their gift of time,”
said Angela Ramp, Director
of Volunteer Services.“We
appreciate and treasure all
of them!”

Front left to right: Angela Ramp, Larry Smith, Joan Evans, Jackie McCoy. Back left to right: Michael Sweeney,
Keith Roach, Christopher Durr. Absent from photo: Mary Rose Attili.
The Presbyterian Homes &
Services’ family of services
includes Presbyterian Home
for Central New York, Presbyterian Residential Community, Presbyterian Homes
Foundation, The Meadows
at Middle Settlement, and

Preswick Glen, an independent senior living community. Presbyterian Homes &
Services excels in providing
health care, housing and
community services while
promoting individual wellness and independence in a

HMKRM½IHQERRIV
For more information
please contact Angela Ramp,
Director of Volunteer Services, Presbyterian Homes
& Services, Inc. at 315-2722266. T

“

When your
mother asks, “Do
you want a piece
of advice?” it’s a
mere formality.
It doesn’t
matter if you
answer yes or no.
You’re going to
get it anyway.
~Erma Bombeck
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What’s your
storage style?

6F?R6MSJB8MSP,MRFCP2?W
Rubber bands, string,
& twist ties

Not sure of your storage style? The experts at ClosetMaid
offer this simple quiz to help you discover yours.
1. Quick - you’re boarding a plane to Europe.Where’s it
heading?
A. London
B. Paris
C. Rome
D. Barcelona
=SYVHMRMRKXEFPIMWFIKKMRKJSVE¾S[IVEVVERKIQIRX
What kind?
A. A display of live bamboo
B. A mix of white and red roses
C. A small grouping of calla lilies
( %FYRGLSJ[MPH¾S[IVW

3. It’s not just date night - it’s the perfect date night.What’s
yours?
A. Cocktails and conversation
B. A walk in the moonlight, destination nowhere
C. Dinner and a movie
D.That new band you’ve heard about
4. Pretend you’re a musician in an orchestra.What’s your
section?
A. Brass
B. Woodwinds
C. Strings
D. Percussion
5.What’s your favorite holiday
A. New Year’s Eve
B. Valentine’s Day
C. Thanksgiving
D. Halloween
So, what’s your style? If you answered:
* Mostly As? You’re MODERN.
Clean lines, immaculate style and a fashionable and highly
functional place for everything.That’s the essence of modern
style.
* Mostly Bs? You’re VINTAGE.
Soft, colorful, textured and perfectly composed.The vintage style views necessary storage as a palette for personal
expression.
* Mostly Cs? You’re CLASSIC/TRADITIONAL.
To be classic means understanding that it’s not about always
being in style, it’s about never going out of style.
* Mostly Ds? You’re ECLECTIC.

By S.D. Shapiro
In the fast paced
21st century we’ve
traded common sense
for
the ability to quickly
look up information
on the internet.
We’ve forgotten our
manners and civility.
How do we get back
to our roots?
Can we get back?
Food for thought . . .
It is funny what people
amass over time. Some
people collect books
and some people save
newspapers. There are
times when collecting
stuff crosses over the line
of sanity and borders on
obsession.
We found a drawer full of
rubber bands when my
grandfather passed on. A
whole drawer jammedpacked with rubber
bands. He had them
sorted by size and color.
Red bands were with red
bands, plain tan rubber
with plain tan bands, and
blue with blue. They
were bunched together
and held tight with, of
course, another rubber
band.
One of my crazy aunts
used to collect string.
She had balls and balls of
it wound up and laying
around. She would save
it from the top of a bag
of dog food, from bags of

salt potatoes, and from
bakery boxes. Do bakeries still use string to close
boxes? God forbid you
had a pull in a sweater.
My grandmother (on
my mom’s side) used to
have bags
stuffed full
of twist ties.
Thousands
of them.
Bags and
bags. She
had the full
sheets that
would come
with a box
of garbage
bags and she
had individual twist ties.
Any bag that
needed closing would be
bound up
with a twist
tie. One
time I went
over to help
with some
stereo equipment. Every
single wire and cord was
attached to the closest
other wire with twist ties.
She had made neat little
wire harnesses out of
twist ties.
At a garage sale one
time I saw a shoe box full
of pencils with political
slogans on them. “Elect
John Doe Town Supervisor,” and that kind of thing.
Pencils of all different
colors and different
GERHMHEXIW½PPIHXLIFS\
I wondered where all
these pencils came from
and how did they manage

There is only one rule for the eclectic: you know it when
you see it.This style is all about being able to see everything
you love in interesting combinations.
Embracing your individual style and creating functional,
attractive storage space will not only enhance your home, it
will keep you motivated and feeling good about maintaining
the order and neatness surrounding you.
For more information about your storage style and products to match, visit ClosetMaid.com, StorganizationBlog.com
or call 1-800-874-0008.

to make it into one shoe
box? I asked the woman
running the sale if she
collected pencils?
She said,“They were my
father’s. He’s dead.”

policy? The matches were
just doing their intended
job. It would be like complaining because water is
wet.
Every rubber band in
my grandfather’s drawer
would snap when you
stretched. You would be
wrapping a deck of cards
and the band would snap.
-GERRIZIV½RHEX[MWX
tie when I need one and I
think to myself,“Grandma
had bags of them.” Nobody uses string anymore.
So, maybe our elders
were on to something?
Maybe they were just
better prepared than we
are?

When it comes down to
rubber bands, twist ties,
and string it is a lot like
dieting. You should collect
them in moderation. It
is ok to have a couple
rubber bands in a drawer.
It is acceptable to have a
couple twist ties and it is
½RIXSLEZIWSQIWXVMRK
“Sorry for your loss,”
but there is no reason to
I said. “Did he collect
have all the rubber bands,
pencils?”
twist ties, or string. Stop
and think,“What would
“They’re just pencils.”
my mother say?” She
would say,“It’s ok to save
I have always wondered
about people who collect some of that stuff. Can
you get me a grocery bag,
match books. Can they
KIX½VIMRWYVERGISRXLIMV there’s a whole bunch in
collection? If, God forbid, the closet.”
their collection of match
FSSOW[IRXYTMR¾EQIW
could they collect on the
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Babe’s Macaroni Grill and Bar
We have a great staff of people and it shows

including both of Tornatore’s sons. Sam cooks and
Nick hosts, busses and is a
general utility man. Nick is
also creator of Nick’s iceoli;
a mini cannoli surrounded
by 4 scoops of vanilla icecream topped with cannoli
shell crumbles, whipped
cream, chocolate chips and
a cherry on top.

Sam Tornatore stands in front of the first wood fired pizza oven in Oneida County at Babe’s Macaroni Grill and
Bar.
by Al Dorantes

Babe’s Macaroni Grill
and Bar a Utica institution
located at 80 N. Genesee
Street is your destination
for homemade soups,
homemade sauces, fresh
baked bread, fresh cut
steaks and more. Babe’s
opened its doors on
February 15, 1993. Babe’s
owner, Sam Tornatore,
moved to Utica in December 1992 to work as the
general manager of the
newly opened restaurant.
Sam bought in as minority
partner in 1994. Ten short
years later, in 2004, he
bought out the founder.
The 7,000 square foot
building seats 220 in the
dining room and 93 in
the bar with room for an
additional 50 patrons on
the patio. 65 well trained
employees tend to diners
needs serving meals prepared with the freshest
ingredients. The restaurant
management team (excluding Sam) have over 60
plus years of combined
experience at Babe’s alone.
Sam said,“Biggest secret
is our people.” He added,
“We’re in the people business; coincidentally we sell
food and drink.”
Babe’s Macaroni Grill and
Bar has been a huge part
of the community. They

are a major sponsor of
the Boilermaker; 20 plus
years. Babe’s feeds the 15K
runners free pasta the day
before the Boiler Maker;
23 years running. Runners
have to carbo-load.
Babe’s community
involvement reaches to
the youth of the area too.
They host family fundraiser
nights. 20% of the checks
of the customers that
youth organizations bring
to the restaurants is donated back to the groups.
This is a popular fundraiser
during the school year.
Family dining is the focus
of Babe’s Macaroni Grill
and Bar. They appeal to
the masses and offer many
options to keep people
returning. Steady prices and fair family prices
(because of volume) has
allowed Babe’s to grow in
the odd economic climate
of Central New York.
One of the keys to Babe’s
longevity is their seasonal
QIRYERHXLI¾I\MFMPMX]SJ
their everyday menu. Besides the delicious choices
available day in and day
out, Babe’s also offers a
low carb menu and gluten
free options.
Menu favorites like the
½WLJV]ERHGLMGOIRVMKKMIW
are mainstays. Babe’s
WIVZIWSZIV½WLJVMIW
on Fridays during the lent

season. Chicken riggies
are available on Sunday,
Monday and Tuesdays for
$9.99 with soup or salad.
Babe’s offers $9.99 dinner
specials every night of the
week. This Mother’s Day
Sam Tornatore and Babe’s
EVIKMZMRKJVII¾S[IVMRK
plants to all moms dining
at the restaurant. Kids will
eat free plus the regular
menu will be available.
Sam Tornatore explained
that part of the philosophy
that secures Babe’s longevity is good ingredients
and loyalty. He said,“If you
want loyal customers you
have to be a loyal operator.
Don’t skimp on ingredients.
Give customers what they
pay for.” He added,“Smart
customers don’t complain.
They just don’t come back.
That’s why we give 100%
every day.” Sam Tornatore also explained that
babe’s continues to offer,
“homemade soups, sauces,
pasta, and fresh cut steaks
just like 1993 rather than
canned, boxed, frozen, and
Cryovaced.” The summer
fun menu, coming soon, will
offer Buffalo calamari (fresh
¾SYVIHGEPEQEVMXSWWIHMR
Buffalo wing sauce), strawberry spinach salad, a pork
steak, and more.
Babe’s people are a key
cog in the operation. A
number of second generation employees are on staff

Sam Tornatore explained
that the impact of Utica
Auditorium improvements
and cleaning up North
Utica has made Babe’s busMIV %*EMV½IPH-RR 7YMXIW
being built right across the
street should only make
Babe’s busier. Rumors of
harbor point development,
a possible sports complex
and nanotech development
in Marcy and Babe’s continued growth is endless.
Babe’s 10 minute express
lunches will make lunch
breaks for everyone in the
area an easy choice.

Cont. on next page...
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Our mothers give us so many gifts. They give us
the precious gift of life, of course, but they also
leave treasured lessons that can guide us along our
journeys even when they are no longer with us.
~Maria Shriver
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Enjoy dining out with kids
Practice makes perfect

at the dinner table. Remove
children from the table if
they misbehave and try
again another time.
Parents also can acclimate
their youngsters to dining
out by gradually working
their way up to more formal
restaurants. Start by dining
out at a place where table
behavior or noise may be
more tolerable, such as a
fast-food restaurant, before
moving on to a casual
restaurant and then a nicer
restaurant when kids can
handle it.
Provide distractions

Practice, patience and choosing the right times to dine can make dining out with children a positive experience for families.
Parents know taking kids
out to eat requires patience.
The sights and sounds of
a restaurant can be overwhelming and distracting to
children used to eating at
home.
Toddlers have not learned
to control their impulses
yet, and even school-aged

children may experience
intermittent breakdowns
when they are uncomfortable or not feeling well. But
parents who want to take
their tots out on the town
can employ some easy steps
to make eating out a fun
excursion for everyone.
Practice

Daniel Post Senning, the
great-grandson of etiquette
expert Emily Post and
co-author of “Emily Post’s
Etiquette, 18th edition,”
says parents can practice
dining out by replicating
the experience (as much as
possible) at home. Ask the
children to use inside voices
and exhibit proper behavior

Many young children cannot sit still for long and may
need a series of distractions
to keep them entertained
throughout meals. Pack a
bag of tricks that includes
toys, games, books, and even
a digital device tuned to kids’
favorite programs.
Pick restaurants that do
not have a long wait to get
a seat so that kids’ patience
has not worn thin before
you even make it to the
table. A sightseeing walk
around the restaurant also
may be able to provide a
welcome distraction until
the food is ready.
Pack snacks
Although the goal may be

to eat out, kids may not be
as patient as adults when
waiting for their meals to
be delivered. Ask servers
to bring out the kids’ meals
when appetizers are served
or think ahead and have
some light snacks, such as
crackers or dry cereal, available to tame kids’ hunger
pangs.
Choose restaurants
wisely
Make concessions as to
where and when you eat.
Coordinate around nap
times so children will be
happy and well-rested.
Select restaurants that
accommodate children. Ask
to be seated out of the
way just in case your son or
daughter acts up.This way
you will not disturb other
patrons.
Restaurants tend to be
less busy right before dinner
service and directly after. If
you can time your meals to
these off-peak hours, it may
make for a more enjoyable
dining experience.

attention-seeking behavior
can make dining out with
]SYRKWXIVWQSVIHMJ½GYPXXS
manage.
A treat or a special reward
(sticker or coloring book)
can be offered to a child
who behaves when dining
out.
Be courteous and
respectful
Many children will eventually act up in restaurants, and
parents should respond to
such instances as courteously as possible. Apologize
to those around you whom
your child has disturbed. Remove your son or daughter
from the area and take a
few moments to help him
or her calm down. If kids
can’t be calmed down, ask
that your meal be wrapped.
Remember to clean up
after yourselves and thank
the waitstaff for any extra
service, such as lugging a
heavy high chair or providing
extra silverware if kids drop
any forks or spoons. Don’t
leave a large mess for the
server, and tip accordingly.

Offer plenty of praise
Always let children know
when they are doing a great
job and behaving well in a
restaurant. Engage kids in
conversation and keep them
entertained. Boredom or

Children grow accustomed
to dining out over time. It
may take some practice, but
with the right planning, families can enjoy meals away
from home. T

Babe’s Macaroni Grill and Bar Continued...

Babe’s Macaroni Grill and Bar has brought family favorite dishes to us since 1993. The freshest ingredients
and the flexibility of seasonal menus keeps us coming back for more! The fish fry is one of the all time
favorites at Babe’s! Come on in and see for yourself!

Sam said,“Looking towards the future we’ll want
to trend towards what’s
popular in the marketplace
without forgetting where
our roots are; fresh ingredients and local products.”
partnering with local vendors like, Avico Spice, Casa

Imports, Smith Packing
Company Inc, and Carlo
Masi Sons and Daughter,
Inc. has and will continue
to be a key in Babe’s continued success.
Babe’s Macaroni Grill and
Bar starts everyday with

only fresh, high quality
ingredients and their
customers happiness at
the top of their list. Stop in
and order something. For
more information go to:
www.babesutica.com T
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Happy Warrior's Day
Motherhood- a leap of faith, an act of grace...
By: Carly Proulx

mom wouldn't be our mom
even for a moment didn't
often occur to us, however
humourous the notion was
[LIRFVMI¾][I HTSRHIV
its abhorrence. My mom
was a stay at home mom. I
consider my brother and I
very lucky to not have been
raised by daycare, babysitter's, or an estranged aunt
or uncle. She was all ours
for a long time, and since
½RHMRKPSZIEJXIVQ]JEXLIV
still refuses to retire from
being our mother.

Motherhood; Is there any
other occupation in the
world that invokes as much
strength and fear, that is
quite as staggering? I think
anyone whose been a mother knows the answer to this
UYIWXMSR1E]FIQSVI½XXMRK
a word than occupation for
motherhood is vocation. It's
not a predictable 9-5, 7 days
a week schedule with paid
vacations and holidays, and
as far as I'm aware there
aren't any classes you can
take, or majors you can
choose from that would
put you ahead of all the rest
in the realm of motherly
success. Maybe you didn't
plan on this being your lifes
work, but if you ask me it
should be something worthy
of putting down on your resume.You're sure to be offered up plenty of advice on
this subject if you happen to
be expecting or are already
a mom of three.Whether
asked for or unwanted these

opinions are often times
spun your way from your
own mother, or others who
want to support you, yet
save you from any turmoil
they've already experienced.
However, even with all the
21st century testings, technology, and readily available
information on google
there's no way of knowing what the future holds
for you or your children.
Becoming a mother is a leap
of faith, an act of grace, a
WEGVM½GIERHFSXLEVMWOERH
a reward that can't possibly
be assessed in numbers or
summed up in words.
Everyone has their own
way of balancing life, but for
many I've talked to there
is no clocking out from
motherhood after a long,
hard days work.The juggling
act is something that begins
from birth, and the struggle
to be the best mom you can
be is there to keep you on

your toes every step of the
way. Some days might feel
like you've went above and
beyond the call of duty, and
the surmise that you'll receive a medal or even some
high praise from your loved
ones doesn't seem so wild
an assumption, nor does the
option to retire from your
post into the far off vastness
of Salzburg singing “the hills
are alive!”There's is undeniably a plethora of days when
a mother somewhere in the
[SVPH½RHWLIVWIPJSRXLI
edge, ready to throw in the
towel. For instance when my
mother got fet up with our
demands and shenanigans
she'd simply change her
name to George. Of course
my brother and I never took
this seriously. At times we
knew this meant our mother
had “had it up to here,” but
honestly the idea of our
mom changing her name
from “mom” gave us all a
good laugh.To think that our

Many childless women
such as myself have a hard
time relating to the emotional and ethereal transformation one must undergo
when becoming a mother,
but we can try nonetheless. I
can imagine the wonder, the
sheer anguish, worry, and self
doubt that bringing a human
being into the world entails.
Not to mention all the good
stuff, such as the pride, the
JYP½PPQIRXXLIMQQIRWINS]
spiritual enlightenment, and
companionship. It's a beautiful thing from what I've
observed on my end of it,
being a daughter and all, but
as the case with many things
in this life where there's
beauty there's pain.There's
no way to know who your
kid will end up to be, not
that this has stopped any
mother from having expectations, hopes, and dreams
upon dreams for their child.
You want what's best for
them.There's nothing you
wouldn't do to protect
them from the evils and
unkindness of the world, and
more than safe you want
them happy. Perfectly and
¾E[PIWWP]LETT]RSQEXXIV

the logical voice inside you
that screams its inconceivable! You want them to have
everything you didn't, or everything you did and more.
You don't just want them to
survive, you want them to
thrive.Whatever the reason
behind a woman becoming
a mother, even if the real
reason was, perhaps still is
MRHI½REFPIXLINSYVRI]GER X
possibly be foreseen.
The process of raising
a child, from the change
in hormons to the breast
feeding to the “blow-out”
diaper crisis chapter's, to the
daunting tasks required in
keeping a toddler safe from
their own self destructive
mischief is ever evolving. Just
when you think you've got
it down there's a new curve
ball thrown your way, and a
whole new slew of rules and
tricks to swallow as you step
up to the plate.We musn't

forget the educational, physical, and emotional nourishment moms strive to instill
into their little ones, and all
without the use of power
drill's and baseball bats.The
morals and values you teach
them, and everything else
in the world they will learn,
come to know, and embody,
PSRKEJXIVXLI] ZI¾S[R
from the nest you built you'll
hold yourself responsible
for. As if they're always a
VI¾IGXMSRYTSR]SYERHXLI
efforts, or lack thereof you
made to shape their lives. As
if they will blame you if it all
goes awry. And there comes
a day in every mother's life
when almost every kid will.
Why? Because we always
hurt the ones we love the
most.

Cont next page
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Happy Warriors Day from previous
The human condition is
laced with irony, but it is
also up to each individual
to make their life what
they will, despite their not

so perfect parents and
upbringing. Everyday is
a challenge. A chance to
take the opportunity to be
better than you were taught,

Design - Installation - Property Management - Nursery

2255 County Highway 31, Cooperstown
www.lakeviewhorticulture.com
607-264-3525
Nursery
7
May
Openings-Sat
Perennials, Trees
Thur
9am-6pm
Shrubs, Hanging Baskets,
Vegetables, Raspberries, Hops

appreciate what you were,
and if it was really that bad
then take it as an open door
of courage in which to talk
through and teach yourself.
We weren't all put on this
earth to be mothers, and
some of us haven't been
very good ones at that. I
don't like appreciating my
mom just because Hallmark
is hounding me, though
once a year sure does take
the pressure off appreciation. But it's not right.Those
of us who've been blessed
with these saints in mom's
clothing would do best to
not take for granted the rest
of the year. All the other 364
days where our moms don't
stop being moms. I have a
JVMIRH[LS[MPPFIE½VWX
time mom this November.
7LI WGSR½HIHMRQISJER
all consuming fear, though
one in which clashes with a
NS]XLEXVYRWTEVIPPIP½PPMRK
up her heart and belly.
Fear is indeed the ultimate
motivator.We strive to face
our fears with an intent to
eventually overcome them.
It's a big part of human
survival. It's what keeps us
going, seeking, giving, and
taking. Not so different from

ones own maternal instincts
I presume.The humility, the
autonomy, the dedication it
takes to love someone without condition, and without
question can only be that of
a mother's love.The love a
mother feels for her child is
harnessed so in this life that
it carries
and lives
on long
after both
mother
and child
have
ceased.
It's a bond
so strong
that it
can't be
broken,
and a role
not lightly
relinquished.
To be a
mother
means to suffer as your
child suffers, to forgive when
no one else is capable, to
witness miracles. My mother
has a dear friend who for
years resented her mother.
Since her mother left her
father for another man they
refrained from speaking, and
not so much as a phone call

had transpired in over the
past ten years. Recently my
mother's friend discovered
her mother had moved
back to the area she's spent
the past twenty years living,
and was in the local nursing
home after having just suffered a stroke, and a broken
collar
bone. She
found out
from her
sister over
a phone
call, and
though
she had
held a
strong
bitterness
towards
this woman most
her adult
life she
couldn't
stand the
thought of her mother
suffering all alone in a home.
Putting all other emotions
aside she went to see her,
and though her mother was
in too much pain to speak
she recognized her right
away, squeezed her hand,
and pulled her daughter
close to her.

And so goes the love
story of many a mother and
child.Though this bond has
the potential to undergo
vast amounts of strain it can
never really be broken.The
maternal instinct kicked in
for my mother's friend, and
when it was most needed
she became a mother to
her own. Such like a mother
to be there for those in
need, to get their loved
ones out of the shackles life
has put them in, and free
them again and again. Such
as children are the future,
mother's are the heroes of
generations past, and many
a generation to come, and
certainly they're deserving
of the recognition on more
than just one occasion out
of the 365 days that make
up a year. A big thanks to my
own mother for never really
changing her name, and never opting out of the role she
assumed 27 years ago. She is
my inspiration, my backbone, and very much a part
of who I am today. Happy
mother's day to all you
mother's out there, though
the word warrior comes to
mind, and is perhaps just as
½XXMRKE[SVH T
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Go Outside and Play

The Mohawk Homestead
62 E. Main Street, Mohawk, NY 13407
The Mohawk Homestead has been serving area residents for 117 years

Enjoy the home-like comfort and dedicated staff
at our small and beautifully appointed home for
independent elderly.

• Private and semi-private rooms
• Temporary (respite) and long-term care
• 24-hour supervision by medical professionals
• Case management to help with medicaid, medicare and
VA benefits
• Home-cooked meals
• Unisex Hair Salon, manicures and pedicures
• Excellent activities program with on/off site activities
including Bingo, Yahtzee, shopping trips, sightseeing &
dining out
• SKYPE is available to all residents
“Where your family becomes a member of ours.”

www.mohawkhomestead.org

315-866-1841

The physical and mental health
FIRI½XWSJSYXHSSVTPE]EVIKVIEX
JSVGLMPHVIR -XTVSZMHIWSTTSVXYRMXMIW
JSVI\IVGMWI GVIEXMZII\TVIWWMSR
WXVIWWVIHYGXMSRERHEGGIWWXSEJVII
ERHREXYVEPWSYVGISJZMXEQMR(°
WYRPMKLX
&IJSVIWIRHMRKOMHWSYXXSTPE]
QEOIWYVIXLI]EP[E]W[IEVWLSIW
XSTVSXIGXJIIXJVSQGYXW WGVETIW
ERHWTPMRXIVW ERH[IEVWYRWGVIIRXS
TVSXIGXJVSQWYRFYVRWERHLEVQJYP
YPXVEZMSPIXVE]W

ERHXSRIZIVWPMHIHS[RLIEH½VWX
T 6IQMRHGLMPHVIRXSW[MRKWMXXMRK
HS[R )RGSYVEKIXLIQXS[EMXYRXMP
XLIW[MRKWXSTWFIJSVIKIXXMRKSJJ
ERHXSFIGEVIJYP[LIR[EPOMRKMR
JVSRXSJQSZMRKW[MRKW

Make a Safe Splash
;LMPITPE]MRKTSSPWMHIQE]FIEFPEWX
7EJI/MHW;SVPH[MHIVITSVXWXLEX
HVS[RMRKMW
XLIPIEHMRKGEYWISJMRNYV]VIPEXIH
HIEXLJSVGLMPHVIREKIWXSERHMX
MWXLIXLMVHPIEHMRKGEYWISJMRNYV]
VIPEXIHHIEXLEQSRKGLMPHVIR
Playground 101
ERHYRHIV %HHMXMSREPP] 9RMZIVWMX]SJ
8LI'IRXIVWJSV(MWIEWI'SRXVSPERH 1MGLMKER,IEPXL7]WXIQWIWXMQEXIW
XLEXIEGL]IEVEFSYX]SYRK
4VIZIRXMSRVITSVXWXLEXIZIV]]IEV
TISTPIYRHIVEKIEVILSWTMXEPM^IH
IQIV
FIGEYWISJEHMZMRKMRNYV] [MXLSRI
KIRG]HITEVXQIRXWXVIEXQSVIXLER
GLMPHVIREKIWERH]SYRKIV MR½ZIWYWXEMRMRKEWTMREPGSVHMRNYV]
4VIZIRXEGGMHIRXWERHMRNYVMIW[MXL
JSVTPE]KVSYRHVIPEXIHMRNYVMIW &IJSVI
]SYVOMHWLIEHXSXLITPE]KVSYRH OIIT XLIWIXMTWXSIRWYVI]SYVJEQMP]´W
WEJIX]EVSYRH[EXIV
XLIWITVIGEYXMSRWMRQMRH
T 'LSSWITEVOWERHTPE]KVSYRHWXLEX T 8IEGLGLMPHVIRXSRIZIVW[MQEPSRI
SVKSRIEV[EXIV[MXLSYXEREHYPX
EVIETTVSTVMEXIJSVXLIMVEKIERH
TVIWIRX
SJJIVWLSGOEFWSVFMRKWYVJEGIW
T
+MZIGLMPHVIR]SYVYRHMZMHIH
T 8IEGLGLMPHVIRXLEXTYWLMRKERH
EXXIRXMSR[LIRXLI]EVIW[MQQMRK
WLSZMRK
SVEVIRIEVER]FSH]SJ[EXIV
SRXLITPE]KVSYRHGERVIWYPXMR
EGGMHIRXWERHMRNYVMIW
T %P[E]WNYQTMRJIIX½VWXXSGLIGO
XLIHITXLFIJSVIHMZMRKMRXSER]
T 6IQMRHOMHWXSKSHS[RXLIWPMHI
FSH]
SRIEXEXMQIERHXS[EMXYRXMPXLI
SJ[EXIV
WPMHIMWGSQTPIXIP]GPIEVFIJSVI
XEOMRKXLIMVXYVR8IEGLXLIQ
T 2IZIVHMZIMRXLIWLEPPS[IRHSJ
XSEP[E]WWMXJEGMRKJSV[EVH[MXL
XLITSSPSVMRXSEFSZIKVSYRH
XLIMVPIKWWXVEMKLXMRJVSRXSJXLIQ
TSSPW

Fun on the Water
&SEXMRK XYFMRKERHSXLIV[EXIVWTSVXW
GERFIKVIEXJYRFYXGEREPWSFI
HERKIVSYW %GGSVHMRKXSXLI97 'SEWX
+YEVH RIEVP] TIVGIRXSJEPPFSEXMRK
JEXEPMXMIWEVIGEYWIHJVSQHVS[RMRK 
TIVGIRXSJ[LMGLEVIEVIWYPXSJRSX
[IEVMRKEPMJINEGOIX ,IVIMW[LEX]SY
GERHSXSIRNS]XLI[EXIVWEJIP]
T %P[E]WLEZI GLMPHVIR[IEVE'SEWX
+YEVHETTVSZIH TVSTIVP] ½XXIH
PMJINEGOIX[LMPISREFSEX EVSYRH
ERSTIRFSH]SJ[EXIVSV[LIR
TEVXMGMTEXMRKMR[EXIVWTSVXW
T )HYGEXI]SYVWIPJ %GGSVHMRKXSXLI
97 'SEWX+YEVH TIVGIRXSJ
FSEXMRKEGGMHIRXHIEXLWMRZSPZI
FSEXIVW[LSLEZI RSXGSQTPIXIHE
WEJIX]GSYVWI
T %P[E]WGLIGO[EXIVGSRHMXMSRWERH
JSVIGEWXWFIJSVIKSMRKSYXSRXLI
[EXIV

7LVMRIVW,SWTMXEPWJSV'LMPHVIR
IRGSYVEKIWJEQMPMIWXSXEOIXLIWI
TVIGEYXMSRWXSIRNS]EWEJI MRNYV]
JVIIWYQQIV
-JERMRNYV]SGGYVW XLITL]WMGMERW
ERHWXEJJSJ7LVMRIVW,SWTMXEPW GER
LIPT
8S ½RHSYXQSVIEFSYX XLI
XVIEXQIRXWEZEMPEFPIZMWMX
7LVMRIVW,SWTMXEPWJSV'LMPHVIRSVK
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,GHDIURP$GDP6DQGOHUÀOPXVHGWR
VRRWKHGHPHQWLDSDWLHQWV
several hundred residents in
its memory-care ``neighborhoods.’ ’ Dell says anecdotal
evidence from the staff is
``very positive.’ ’

By JIM FITZGERALD
Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) _ For
94-year-old Louise Irving,
who suffers from dementia,
waking up every day to a
video with a familiar face
and a familiar voice seems
XSWTEVOE¾MGOIVSJVIGSKnition.

Irving’s son-in-law, Mihai
Radulescu, also made a video for her. In it, he kids her
about being ``a delinquent’’
because she once worked
for a bootlegger.

``Good morning, merry
sunshine, how did you wake
so soon?’’ Irving’s daughter,
Tamara Rusoff-Hoen, sings in
a video playing from a laptop wheeled to her mother’s nursing home bedside.

On the recording, he
repeatedly reminds Irving, ``I
know where you are. ... I will
EP[E]W½RH]SY´ ´FIGEYWI
she has expressed a deep
fear of being lost.

%WXLI½ZIQMRYXIZMHIS
plays, with stories of happy
memories and get-togethers,
Irving beams a bright smile
before repeating the traditional family send-off.

Other videos include
a woman reminding her
mother, in Spanish, to eat
and take her medications,
then tearing up at the end
and saying, ``I love you,
Mom.’ ’

``Kiss, kiss ... I love you.’ ’
Such prerecorded messages from family members
are part of an apparently
unique pilot program at the
Hebrew Home at Riverdale
aimed at helping victims
of Alzheimer’s disease and
other forms of dementia
break through the morning
fog of forgetfulness that can
often cause them agitation
and fear.
It’s an idea borrowed from
an unlikely place: the 2004
Adam Sandler movie ``50
First Dates,’ ’ in which a
brain-injured woman played
by Drew Barrymore loses
her memory every day and
a suitor played by Sandler
uses videos to remind her
about him.
DD-X[EW¾YJJFYXMXQEHI
me think, `How could that
translate to our residents
with memory loss?’’’ says
Charlotte Dell, director of
social services at the home.
``We’re looking to see if
we can set a positive tone
for the day’’ without using
drugs, she says. ``What better way to start the day than
to see the face and hear the
voice of someone you love
wishing you a wonderful
morning?’’
As in the movie, every
day is a new day, and the
video becomes part of the
morning routine. Relatives
who take part are urged
to say good morning, use
memory-triggering personal
anecdotes and remind the
residents that attendants will
be helping them get dressed

and ready for the day.
Alzheimer’s disease and
SXLIVHIQIRXMEWEJ¾MGXE
growing number of Americans as baby boomers age
and people live longer.The
Alzheimer’s Association says
more than 5 million Americans have Alzheimer’s.
The personal morning
video appears to be a new
wrinkle in dementia caretaking.
``Memory tools like videos
and photos get a lot of use,
but to have a couple of
minutes with a loved one as
a way to start out the day,
I haven’t heard of anything
quite like that,’ ’ says Ruth
Drew, director of family and
information services for the
association.
Robert Abrams, a geriatric
psychiatrist at NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital,
called the program ``both
innovative and thoughtful.’ ’

for one might not work for
another.
The program at the
Hebrew Home is limited
to residents in the early
and moderate stages of
dementia who are likely to
recognize the people in the
video and understand what
they say.
``Do we know for sure
that they know, this is my
daughter, this is my son? No,’ ’
Dell says. ``But they recognize them as somebody they
care about and love.’ ’
The program is starting
with residents who are
ORS[RXSWXEJJEWHMJ½GYPXMR
the morning and who refuse
care, a description that
Rusoff-Hoen acknowledges
½XWLIVQSXLIV
``Some of her agitation
comes from, `Who the heck
are these people? Why am I
here?’’’ she says.

``You’ve got a group of
people with dementia
who don’t really grasp the
nature and purpose of their
surroundings or the circumstances that compelled
them to be there,’ ’ Abrams
says. ``Consequently, they’re
alone and at sea and feel
frightened and even abandoned by family.’ ’

Although Rusoff-Hoen,
who lives a couple of hours
away in Ghent, visits her
mother three days a week,
she said the video program
LIPTW½PPMRXLIKETWDD-EQ
there with my mom, loving
her and wishing her a wonderful day and helping her to
feel better because there’s
not a lot I can do for her,’ ’
Rosoff-Hoen said.

Experts caution, however,
that Alzheimer’s patients
vary widely, and techniques
that may work beautifully

The Hebrew Home plans
to evaluate the program
after this month and may
expand it to more of the

On another video, a man
encourages his mother,
saying, ``You used to tell me
that attitude is everything.
...You said that it’s best to
start off on the sunny side
of the street.’ ’ T
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Garden Editing
By: Terry Berkson
7IZIVEP]IEVWEKS-HVSZI
SZIVXS7[IIRI]´WRYVWIV]
XSTMGOYTWSQIZIKIXEFPI
WIIHPMRKW9RJSVXYREXIP]
XLI][IVISYXSJGYGYQFIVW
WS-LEHXSQEOIWIZIVEP
WXSTWFIJSVI-½REPP]JSYRHE
TPEGIXLEXWXMPPLEHWSQIPIJX
-X[EWR´XXSSPEXIXSWXEVX
JVSQWIIHWFYX-[EWIEKIV
XSKIXXLIKEVHIRKSMRK-
EPWSFSYKLXFVSGGSPMERH
TITTIVW
%PMGI[EW[IIHMRK[LIR-
KSXLSQIERHWLISJJIVIH
XSLIPT[MXLTPERXMRKMJ-
[SYPHJIXGL[LEXWLIRIIHIH 8LIFVSGGSPM[IRXMR
SOE]EWHMHXLITITTIVWFYX
FIJSVIXLIGYGYQFIVWJSYRH
VSSXQ][MJIHVSTTIHE
WLSZIPSRXLITEGOGVYWLMRK
WSQISJXLITPERXW

Mom’s
Flowers

±-JIIPXIVVMFPI²WLIWEMH
±8LEX´WSOE]²-WEMH ±;I
LEZITPIRX]PIJX²

Reminders of
Mom

%WMJXSTVSZI-[EW[VSRK
%PMGIPMJXIHXLITPERXFS\
[MXLEKPSZIHLERHSRP]XS
LEZIMXWPMTXSXLIKVSYRHYT
WMHIHS[R-XYVRIHXLIFS\
SZIV2S[IZIV]WXIQ[EW
FVSOIR ±-WMXXLEX]SYHSR´X
PMOIGYGYQFIVW#²-EWOIH

By: Anthony Bagnick

±8LIKPSZIWQEHIQIHS
MX²WLIWEMHMREXSRIVIQMRMWGIRXSJ*PMT;MPWSR±-´PP
HVMZIXSXS[RERHPSSOJSV
WSQIQSVI²
-WXEVXIH½KYVMRK 8LEX´W
ERSXLIVX[SKEPPSRWSJKEW
TPYWX[SXMQIWX[S½JX]JSV
XLITPERXW'SYRXFSXLXVMTW
ERH]SYKSXEPQSWXX[IRX]
HSPPEVWXMIHYTMRGYGYQFIVW
-GSYPHWII%PMGI[EW½KYVMRK

XLIWMRKIV[EW±8LI4MERS
1ER² ±8EOIMXLSQIERH
-KYIWWQ]W[MXGLMRKXLI
PMWXIRXSMX²6SMHRI]XSPH
TPERXWERHXLIQIRXMSR
QI-VIPYGXERXP]JSPPS[IHLMW
SJ&MPP].SIPERHXLIWLS[
±1SZMR´3YX²LEHXVMKKIVIHE EHZMGIERHSRGI-KSXTEWX
EPPXLIWOMTWERHWGVEXGLIW
±%VI]SYWYVI#²Q][MJI
PSRKEKSQIQSV]MRZSPZMRK
-JSYRHQ]WIPJPMWXIRMRKXS
WEMH
ERSXLIVOMRHSJHIGITXMSR
WSQII\GIPPIRXQYWMGERH
-[EW[SVOMRKSRGSRWXVYG±-´QWYVI²-WEMHFYX-
XMSRMRELMKLVMWIFYMPHMRKMR [SVHWXLEX-GSYPHVIEPP]
[EWR´X
VIPEXIXSWSRKWPMOI±:MIRRE²
PS[IV1ERLEXXER1]TEVX7S %PMGIWLIITMWLP]FYVMIH
RIV6SMHRI]&YRMSR[EWXIR ±7LI´W%P[E]W%;SQER²
ERH±.YWX8LI;E]=SY%VI²
XLIVIQEMRWSJXLITPERXW
]IEVW]SYRKIVXLER-ERI\
-LEHWIEVGLIHJSVEPPSZIV
JSSXFEPPTPE]IVERHETVSHYGX 8LIR-KSXXSXLIWSRK[MXL
XLIPMRIEFSYX&VIRHEERH
XS[R %XXLIWEQIXMQI
SJXLI±XYRISYXERHXYVR
)HHMIERH-VIEPM^IH6SMH-[EWXLMROMRKSJLS[-
SR²KIRIVEXMSR3RIXMQI
GSYPHIVEWIXLIQJVSQXLI
LIGEQIXS[SVOWSLMKLLI RI]HMHR´X[VMXIMXXLEXLI´H
FIIRKSS½RKSRQITVIXX]
KEVHIRERHMRWIVXWSQIRI[ GSYPHR´XHVMZIEREMPMRXLI
WIIHPMRKW[MXLSYXQ][MJI
[EPPMRSVHIVXSLERKYTLMW QYGLXLIWEQI[E]XLEX-
[EWRS[HIGIMZMRKQ][MJI
ORS[MRKEFSYXMX
NEGOIX-QEKMRIQ]WYVTVMWI
SRIQSVRMRK[LIRLIGEQI EFSYXXLIGYGYQFIVTPERXW
%WPYGO[SYPHLEZIMXER
MRXS[SVO[MXLEWSRKLI´H -WXMPPLEHR´XXSPHLIVEFSYX
LSYVPEXIVEJVMIRHGEPPIHXS
[VMXXIRSRE[VMROPIHWLIIX XLIW[MXGLERH[LIRWLI
MRZMXI%PMGIXSXLI7XERPI]
PEXIV[IRXSYXXSXLIKEVHIR
8LIEXIVMR9XMGEXSWII&MPP] SJFVS[RTETIV-KSXXS
WLI[EWZIV]TPIEWIHXLEX
VIEHMXHYVMRKGSJJIIFVIEO
.SIP´W±1SZMR´3YX²7LILEH
XLIVSSXWLEH±WTVSYXIH
ERHMX[EWKSSH6IEPKSSH
ERI\XVEXMGOIXERHHMHR´X
RI[PIEZIWMRWYGLEWLSVX
-XLSYKLXMX½XMRXSXLI
[ERXXS[EWXIMX;LIRQ]
XMQI²(IZMPXLEX-EQ-WEMH
GEXIKSV]SJYVFERJSPO-X
[MJIPIJXJSV9XMGEXLIVI
[EWEFSYXXLMW]SYRKGSYTPI RSXLMRK
[EWWXMPPXMQIXSHVMZIXS
-HMHGLIGOSYXXLISVMKMREP
&VIRHEERH)HHMI[LS
XLIRYVWIV]XSFY]WSQI
FVSOIRTPERXWXLEX-LEH
[IVIWXMPPKSMRKWXIEH]MRXLI
QSVIGYGYQFIVTPERXW-
QSZIHRI\XXSXLIJIRGI
WYQQIVSJ´
returned home and dug
7YVIIRSYKLXLI][IVI
SYXXLIVSSXW%PMGILEHNYWX
±=SYKSXXEPIRX²-XIPPQ]
FIKMRRMRKXSVIGSZIVERHMX
TPERXIHTPEGIHXLIQFEGOMR ]SYRKTEVXRIV
ETTIEVIHXLI][SYPHLEZI
XLIKVSYRHEKEMRWXEJIRGI
,IORS[W-´QE[VMXIV
QEHIMX[MXLSYXQ]MRXIVXSWIIMJXLI][SYPHMRJEGX
VIWTIGXWQ]STMRMSRERH
ZIRXMSR %PMGI[SR´XORS[
KVS[ERHTYXXLIRI[WIIHKPSEXWXLVSYKLGPSYHIHI]IW [LEX-HMH[MXLXLIGYGYQ%PWS-´QWYVILIXLMROWXLI
FIVWYRXMPWLIVIEHWEFSYXMX
XIR]IEVW-LEZISRLMQLEZI MRXLI)(-836
TYXQIMRXLI3ZIV8LI,MPP
7SQIXMQIW[LIR[IXLMRO
+ERK8SLMQ-´QEWUYEVI
[I´VIMRXLIORS[
[I´VIRSX
2IZIVXLIPIWW-XEOISYXE
ERHWSQIXMQIW±=SYQE]
TIRGMPERHFIKMRXSHSWSQI
IHMXMRKXSWQSSXLSYXWSQI FI[VSRKFYX]SYQE]FI
VMKLX²-WMXXLEXMQTSVXERX
SJXLIVSYKL[E]WLII\TVIWWIWLMQWIPJ,IHSIWR´X XS±+IXMXVMKLXXLI½VWX
WE]ER]XLMRK-½KYVILILEW XMQI#²8LIVI´WEP[E]WVSSQ
GSR½HIRGIMRQ]ORS[PIHKI XSPIEVRWSQIXLMRKQSVI-
[EWR´XQEH[LIR-JSYRH
SJXLIPERKYEKI
SYX6SMHRI]HMHR´X[VMXI
%JI[HE]WPEXIV6SMHRI] - XLIWSRK-LSTIXLEX%PMGI
KSXXLIREQIJVSQZEVMSYW
XSSMWR´XERKV][LIRWLI
EMPQIRXWERHMRNYVMIWLI
½RHWSYX[LEX-HMH[MXL
LEH GEQIMR[MXLXLMWFIEX
XLIGYGYQFIVW %RHEWJSV
YT VEKKIHWGVEXGL]VIGSVH
&MPP].SIPLI´WFIIREKVIEX
EPFYQ±8LI7XVERKIV²F]
WYGGIWWIZIR[MXLSYXXLI
&MPP].SIP9TYRXMPXLIRXLI
FIRI½XSJQ]IHMXMRK T
SRP]WSRK-GSYPHEXXEGLXS
XSS2SXXSQEOILIVJIIP
FEH-WEMH±2STVSFPIQ
XLIVSSXWEVIWXMPPMRKSSH
WLETI8LI]´PPNYWXXEOIEPMXXPI
PSRKIVXSKVS[²

PMRKWMRXLISVMKMREPVS[

3YVQSQPSZIH¾S[IVW
7LIOITXQER]¾S[IVW
KVS[MRKMRGSRXEMRIVWMRXLI
LSYWI7LIEPWSTPERXIH
WSQI¾S[IVWERHVSWI
FYWLIWSYXWMHIMRETTVSTVMEXITPEGIWMRXLI]EVH
;LIRWLI[EWIMKLX]RMRI
WLIHMHQEREKIXSTPERX
WSQIRI[HEJJSHMPWRIEVXLI
TMGXYVI[MRHS[SJXLIPMZMRK
VSSQ
&]LIVRMRIX]½VWXFMVXLHE]
QSQGSYPHR´XXIRHXSLIV
SYXHSSV¾S[IVW 8LI]NYWX
WIIQIHXSKVI[SRXLIMV
S[R-X[EWKSSHXLEX
XLI][IVILEVH]FIGEYWI
-[EWR´XQYGLSJE¾S[IV
TIVWSRXSXEOIGEVISJ
QSQ´W¾S[IVW
-RXLIIEVP]QSRXLWSJ
[IGSYPHXIPPXLEX
QSQ[EWJEMPMRKVETMHP]
7LIGSYPHR´XGPMQFXLI
WXITWXSLIVFIHVSSQWS[I
QEHIEFIHJSVLIVMRSYV
PMZMRKVSSQRIEVXLITMGXYVI
[MRHS[ %WXLIQSRXLSJ
%TVMPEVVMZIHQSQFIGEQI
QYGL[IEOIV7MWXIV[EWEX
LIVWMHIQSWXSJXLIXMQI
%W-GYXXLIPE[RRIEV
XLITMGXYVI[MRHS[MRIEVP]
1E]-MHPIHHS[RXLIPE[R
QS[IVWSRSXXSHMWXYVF
QSQ[LS[EWRS[MRE
WIQMGSQEGSRHMXMSR-
RSXMGIHXLIHEJJSHMPWXLEX
WLITPERXIHRIEVXLITMGXYVI
[MRHS[[IVIFPSSQMRKWS
TIVO]ERHTVIXX] ;LIR-
GEQIMRXSXLILSYWIPEXIV
-GSQQIRXIHXSQSQXLEX
LIVHEJJSHMPWEVIFPSSQMRK
WSRMGIP]1SQGSYPHR´X
XEPOFYXWLIHMHLIEVERH
YRHIVWXERHQSWX[SVHW
XLEX[IVIWEMHXSLIV7LI
XYVRIHLIVLIEHXS[EVHXLI
TMGXYVI[MRHS[ERHXLIR
WLIPSSOIHHMVIGXP]EXWMWXIV
ERHQI[MXLEFMKWQMPI
7LIORI[
1SQ[EWFYVMIHMR
NYWXX[SHE]WFIJSVI1SXLIV´W(E]2S[[LIR-GYX
XLIKVEWWRIEVXLITMGXYVI
[MRHS[-WIIXLSWIWEQI
WTVMRKHEJJSHMPWFPSSQMRK-
WQMPIERHORS[XLEX1SQ
MWLIVI[EXGLMRKSZIVYW-
[LMWTIV±,IPPS1SQ]SYV
HEJJSHMPWEVIFIEYXMJYP,ETT]1SXLIV´W(E]² T
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“
No one

Animal Aeration

The country landscaping experience
By Troy Bishopp
for the eager youngsters to
get back to our pastures as
½VWXPMKLXWIITIHMRXSXLI
landscape.
As I watched them innoGIRXP]½PIF] EWMJXLI]HMH
nothing wrong), and closed
the gate, I started weeping
and praying to God for his
blessing in saving all of us
from undue harm. It was by
his grace, I believe, that we
avoided a catastrophic event.
The exercise also showed
my ticker was up to the
challenge even though I was
emotionally exhausted.

Free lawn aeration from the dairy heifers.
Have you ever had a
dream so vivid it woke you
from a sound sleep? Two
weeks ago, it seems I fell
prey to dreaming of green
pastures, fence moves and
frolicking cows. This joyful
trance was rudely interrupted by a loud “MOO”. It’s
the kind of sound that suggests it’s a bit too real. This
was not a dream, but what
we affectionately call,“A
class one farm emergency”.
As I bolted from the
GSR½RIWSJEGSQJSVXEFPI
bed in unison with the “The
cows are out” declaration, I
saw several heifers munching on my wife’s shrubs
under our window. Confusion, panic and anger swept
over my demeanor as my
wife, daughter and I tried
XS½RHWSQIETTVSTVMEXI
cow-catching attire at 4am.
My mind and heart raced as
I propelled my sock-less feet
into the cold rubber boots
not thinking I was about to
commit a fatal mistake.
As soon as I threw the
outside light switch, I heard
the sound of trouble. Like a
resounding herd of buffalo,
40 dairy heifers stampeded by me on their way to
Route 12-B. “Oh my God,
No” was all I could muster

as the cascading streetlights
guided the escapees down
the sidewalk toward the
hamlet of Deansboro.
The situation just got
a whole lot scarier as I
jumped in my pick-up to
head them off from going
head on into unsuspecting
XVEJ½G1]LIEVX[EWMRQ]
throat when I got up the
road, only to realize I had
lost them as tractor-trailers
whizzed by my truck going
the wrong way on the edge
of the shoulder. My wife
tracked the hoof-prints
turning right and up my
neighbor’s driveway (who
is also our country lawyer)
to their lawn which borders
our pasture.
Lucky for us, both our
properties are fenced and
the cows had settled in her
FEVI¾S[IVFIHW-WTVMRXIH
to the barn and got a roll of
poly-tape so my faithful wife,
Corrine and daughter Katie
could cordon off the only
[E]FEGOSYX 8LI]¾YXtered the tape so the heifers
could see their old control
nemesis. I had put a small
gate in the corner of Betty
and Dave’s lot so they could
walk their dogs or ski on our
property. In this case, it also
served as an escape route

The horizon brightened
enough so we could survey
XLIHEQEKIERH½RHSYX
where they got out which
had puzzled me since I
jumped out of bed. We had
taken them off pasture at
the onset of mud season
and moved them to our
WEGVM½GIEVIEWYVVSYRHIH
by a secure compound of
barns, 6 strand high tensile
electric fences and sturdy
corral panels. I thought it
was basically bullet/idiot
proof. But then how many
of you know the power of
animal ingenuity, curiosity or

the winter which provided
a solid, quarter acre of available organic forage to graze.

In honoring the sentiment
of “Experience is something
At this point, I’m gonna
you don’t get until just
take a little credit for the
after you need it”, I have a
heifers being so amiable
few takeaway lessons: Use
in not heading up to The
heavier chains on gates
Deansboro Superette. They with quality hasps, well-fed
were just too full and happy
happy animals wander less,
XSVIEPP]XV]ERH½RHKVIIRIV train animals to portable
pastures.
fencing, appreciate good
neighbors that understand
How do I know this? It
rural life, review your farm
looked like they grazed
emergency plans annually,
heavily for several hours as
love your family, praise God,
evidenced by the uniform
½RHLYQSVERHHSR´XWXEVXPI
cow patty distribution, and
animals at 4am. T
then took a nap as evidenced by the numerous
bedded down sites within
the lawn. As luck would
have it, some of them went
MRXLITEWXYVI½IPHFILMRH
our neighbors which could
have been a contributing
factor in the herd turning
right to be with their sisters.
Whew!!
On the plus side, we got
inexpensive landscape
services such as deep soil
aeration, shrub pruning,
thatch removal and fertility transfer without paying
a single contractor. Our

As it turns out, the girls really don’t appreciate being startled! Lesson
learned.
just weird circumstances on
a farm?
It appeared a heifer must
have gotten her head in
between a gate support bar
and wrangled long enough
to break the chain to allow
the gate to open coincidently, on a clear path to our
lawn. The grass whisperer
(Me) takes pride in leaving a
heavy stockpile of grass over

they read this true story.

neighbors received much
less impact because the
good girls stayed mostly on
the sidewalk and walked on
lawns instead of a frenzied trotting (like when I
¾MGOIHXLIPMKLXWSR 1SWX
never knew what happened
before dawn albeit a few
hoof divots and cow pies
were seen. Little did they
know the full gravity of this
harrowing experience until

ever
injured
their
eyesight
by looking
at the
bright
side.
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The heart of a mother is a deep abyss at
 H I  GG 
forgiveness. ~Honoré de Balzac
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Mad Mom
Being 16 is catalyst enough
By Alan E. Lincourt

I would like to share
a cute, hopefully, funny
story with you of Mom
and me one day long ago.
There are those special
moments in life that, at the
time, certainly don’t seem
special. Like a diamond it
takes much time passing to
become of value.
I was a teenager, about
16 years old. Now, I
don’t know if anyone has
ever done a study about
teenagers but it is of my
opinion that between
the ages of 13 and 19, a
teenager’s IQ actually drops
a few percentage points.
I know that was the case
for me. I arrived home
one sunny afternoon after
school entering our house
through the back door.The
back door of our house
opens up into our kitchen.
For those of you who have
never been to our house,
our kitchen is a large room.
This kitchen has all the
cupboards, appliances, etc.,
and in the center of this
large room is the kitchen
table where we ate our
meals.When Mom and Dad
had a house party, this was
the room where everyone
moved the furniture out of
the way and danced.
That warm spring day I
entered through the back
door and diagonally across
the kitchen from the back
door on the wall was our
house phone. Apparently
Mom had just completed a
conversation with someone
as she was standing there in
front of that phone. From

her expression I could tell
she was angry and from the
way she looked, I knew it
had something to do with
me. I remember thinking
to myself, uh oh! Mom
immediately asked me a
question. At this moment a
child has 4 simple choices;
1, to say nothing, staring at
XLI¾SSVXSXIPPXLIXVYXL
3, to tell a lie and 4, to reply
with a wise crack remark.
What do you suppose I
did? Did I mention I was 16?
I replied with a wise crack
remark.
Now, Mom was not only
angry but all of a sudden I
could see steam coming out
of her ears. Mom turned
left and right searching for
something. Fortunately for
me there was a jump rope
on the back of the nearest
chair.Why there was a jump
rope there, I don’t know
but I am sure Wayne, Larry
or Barbara must have been
on some exercise regimen
which included jump roping.
I say, fortunately for me, for
if Mom had grabbed a hold
of any heavy hard object or
a kitchen knife at that very
moment, I would not be
here today to tell you this
story.
Mom picked up that
rope and started coming
at me around the kitchen
table. Being a teenager I
was mentally disabled but I
wasn’t stupid. I thought to
myself, if I kept the kitchen
table between Mom and
me I would be safe so
when Mom moved left, I
moved left.When Mom
moved right, I moved right.
When Mom circled the
table, I circled the table.
This went on for a couple
of minutes with Mom
getting more angry with
each maneuver. Now, once
again referring back to my
comment about teenagers,
I did the one thing that
you never ever ever do
when a parent is trying to
reprimand you. I began to
laugh. I saw the silliness of
our antics and my sweet
Mother, who never behaves
this way, angrily chasing me
around the table. I could
not keep myself from
laughing.Well, you thought
Mom was mad before with

steam coming out of her
ears, my laughter made her
extremely motivated and
she was now wheeling that
rope like a crazed cowboy
about ready to hog tie a
steer.We continued. Mom
would zig left I would zig
left, Mom would zig right
and I would zig right. Mom
would circle the table and
I would circle the table but
now each maneuver was
with more urgency and
speed. I continued to laugh,
now with more conviction
as I could not help myself.
7PS[P]EX½VWX1SQWXEVXIH
to realize the humor in
the situation and began to
laugh as well. Still chasing,
zigging left and right Mom’s
laughter increased and as
we circled that table, Mom
with the rope in hand, we
started to laugh together
uncontrollably until we
staggered and collapsed in
chairs with tears coming
down our faces.
We sat in those chairs
for a few minutes laughing
and talking. I will never
forget how she looked at
that very moment. Slowly
the laughter subsided but
we continued to talk. I still
can’t remember why she
was angry with me so long
ago. Just understand that
whenever you share a good

laugh with your Mom that
is a special day. My family is
very fortunate as we had
many special days.
You know, after “I “
defused that situation and
with a smile on Mom’s face,
before we went our ways,
she still hit me with that
rope!
This was a very rare
incident in that I never saw
my Mom that mad with
me before or since. Did I
mention I was 16 at the
time? I’m sure, you with
kids can understand and
emphasize with Mom and
probably would have taken
pleasure in aiding her in
subduing me if you were
present at that moment.
Life throws us curves.
We never know when
that special moment will
happen and probably
won’t recognize that
special moment while it is
happening. Sometimes only
with the passing of time
or that special someone
can we really understand
how blessed we were, how
blessed we are.
Happy Mother’s Day
Mom! We love you! T
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280 Construction Supplies
312 Crafts
325 Custom Butchering
330 Custom Services
360 Deer-Butchering & Hides
370 Dogs
410 Electrical
415 Employment Wanted
440 Farm Machinery For Sale
445 Farm Machinery Wanted
447 Farm Market Items
460 Fencing
470 Financial Services
480 Fish
483 Flooring
495 For Rent or Lease
500 For Sale
510 Fresh Produce, Nursery
525 Fruits & Berries
527 Furniture
529 Garage Sales
530 Garden Supplies
535 Generators
537 Gifts
575 Greenhouse Supplies
585 Guns
587 Hair Styling
589 Hardware
600 Health Care/Products
605 Heating
610 Help Wanted
653 Hotel / Motel
683 Jewelers
700 Lawn & Garden
711 Lessons
760 Lumber & Wood Products
790 Maple Syrup Supplies
805 Miscellaneous
810 Mobile Homes
811 Monuments
812 Multi Media
813 Music
815 Motorcycles
817 Nails
820 Nurseries
910 Plants
950 Real Estate For Sale
955 Real Estate Wanted
960 RVs & Motor Homes
975 Rentals
980 Restaurant Supplies
1040 Services Offered
1075 Snowblowers
1080 Snowmobiles
1096 Sports
1109 Thrift
1140 Trailers
1147 Trains
1148 Travel
1165 Trees
1170 Truck Parts & Equipment
1180 Trucks
1187 Vacuum
1190 Vegetable
1200 Veterinary
1205 Wanted

Announcements
CHECK YOUR AD - ADVERTISERS should check their

ads on the first week of
insertion. Lee Publications,
Inc. shall not be liable for
typographical, or errors in
publication except to the
extent of the cost of the first
weeks insertion of the ad,
and shall also not be liable
for damages due to failure to
publish an ad. Adjustment
for errors is limited to the
cost of that portion of the ad
wherein the error occurred.
Report any errors to 800836-2888

# # # # #
ADVERTISERS

Get the best responses from
your advertisements by
including the age, condition,
price and best calling hours.
Also, we always recommend
insertion for at least 2 issues
for
maximum
benefits.
DEADLINE for placing ads is
FRIDAY prior to edition date.
Call Peg at 1-800-836-2888
or 518-673-0111
CRAFT VENDOR
FAIR,
Spring Fling! Saturday, May
9th, 9am-3pm, Herkimer
County Fairgrounds. $1.00
admission gets you $1.00
coupon to use that day.

A
is
a
Thousand

Announcements

For
Information
Call

800-836-2888

Real Estate For Sale

Real Estate For Sale

Real Estate For Sale

CRAFT FAIR TO BENEFIT
GIRL SCOUTS, Herkimer
VFW, Mohawk Street, Saturday, May 16th, 10:00 am-3:00
pm.

LAND ADIRONDACKS: Camp
Whitetail, 65 acres, Little
Beaver Lodge, 55 acres.
Great setting for your home or
camp. Property has it all.
Large beaver ponds, woods,
fields, streams. Abundant
wildlife.
Snowmobile/ATV
trails. Town road with electric.
30 minutes to Old forge or
Utica. Asking $89,900 and
$79,900. Koehler RE 315891-3254

Automotive
ATTENTION:
Remanufactured starters, alternators,
generator. Prompt service,
Gary D. Sneath 315-826-7892

FAIRFIELD,NY: 5 acre building lots set on 235 acres.
Ponds, views, snowmibile/
ATV trails. Private community.
(4) lots remaining starting at
$16,900. Koehler R.E. 315891-3254

Call 800-836-2888 to place your classified ad.

Cars, Trucks, Trailers

WANTED

JUNK CARS,
TRUCKS & VANS
PAYING $100 & UP

Services Offered

7 Days a Week

JACK’S HANDYMAN SERVICE: Doing odd jobs of all
kinds since 2004. Free estimates. 315-725-1133

315-335-3302
For Rent
APARTMENT FOR RENT:
615, 617 North Main Street,
Herkimer. 2 bedrooms, livingroom, dinning room, stove
and refrigerator included.
clean, excellent location.
Upstairs or downstairs. 315894-4351 or 315-717-7687

Call 800-836-2888 to place your classified ad.

CLIP & SEND

Lawn & Garden
LAWN CARE SERVICE. Reasonable rates. Dependable.
315-982-1931

ED I TOR

MAIL
OR CALL

Call 888-596-5329 for Your Subscription

Just Good Reading

PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

$4.00/

Ph: 518-673-3011 OR 800-836-2888

14 words
$.10 each additional
per week

Deadline Friday 2pm - Fill Out This Form OR
Call Us To Place Your Reader Ad
• CLASSIFIED READER AD FORM •
Lawn & Garden
VALLEY LAWN SERVICE.
Mowing, shrub trimming,
mulch and clean-ups. Fully
insured, free estimates. 315894-4331.

It’s easy & economical to
add a picture to your ad!

classified@leepub.com

Today s Date________
COPY:

____ # of Weeks to Run

______Starting Issue Date (Friday Date)

(First 14 words $4.00, each additional word 10¢, phone number counts as one word)

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

14 words - $4.00

15 words - $4.10

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

16 words - $4.20

17 words - $4.30

18 words - $4.40

19 words - $4.50

20 words - $4.60

Legal Services

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

21 words - $4.70

22 words - $4.80

23 words - $4.90

24th word - $5.00

25 words - $5.10

BANKRUPTCY, Uncontested
Divorce, Family Court, Closings, Traffic; Attorney Fee
$525.00. Richard Kaplan 315724-1850

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

26 words - $5.20

27 words - $5.30

28 words - $5.40

29th word - $5.50

30 words - $5.60

Maintenance & Repair
APARTMENT
MAINTENANCE UTICA, looking for a
maintenance person in Utica,
experienced in painting, flooring, electrical, plumbing, etc.
Call 845-558-0088

______________

______________

______________

______________

31 words - $5.70

32 words - $5.80

33 words - $5.90

34th word - $6.00

Name (Print): ____________________________________________________________________
Farm/Company Name: ______________________________________________________________
Street: __________________________________________ County: ________________________
City: __________________________________________ State: __________ Zip: ______________
Phone #:______________________ Fax #: __________________ Cell #: ____________________
Email Address: ____________________________________________________________________
Payment Method: K Check/Money Order K American Express K Discover K Visa K MC
Card #: ____________________________________________________ Exp. Date: ____________
MM / YY
* (REQ.) Card Security Code #____________
Name on Credit Card (print): ________________________________________________________
Signature: ______________________________________________ Today s Date: ______________
MM / YY
Amount Paid: __________________________________________________
Ph: 518-673-3011 or 800-836-2888 • Fax: 518-673-2381 • Email: classified@leepub.com

Mail: Editor, PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428
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EDITOR

“Start every day off with a smile and
get it over with” — H.C. Fields
ANSWERS

EDITOR

May 1, 2015 • 27

Utica Tango Society
It takes 2 . . . or more
By Al Dorantes

“You have to dance to get
XLITVEGXMGI²,IEHHIH
“Dance night is real fun. It’s
challenging. It’s something
nice that you want all the
time; an addiction.”

We have all heard the
age old adage,“It takes 2
to tango.” The Utica Tango
Society is adding more
people and more numbers
to the saying.
Utica Tango Society began
in February 2014 with its
½VWXGPEWWIWEX4VSGXSV,MKL
School in the cafeteria. The
weekly classes happened
every Saturday. In May of
2014 classes moved to The
Other Side, 2011 Genesee
Street, Utica, New York.
Class sizes vary,“Sometimes
5; sometimes 25.” Instructor
.IRRMJIV,EVXWEMH±%R
even number helps.” Utica
Tango Society offers private
instruction and hosts
workshops.
8LI%VKIRXMRI8ERKSFEWIH
on walking, is actually a
number of different styles
of dance that developed in
different regions and over
different times. The dance
HIZIPSTIHMR%VKIRXMRE
ERH[EWEPWSMR¾YIRGIH
by trends imported from
)YVSTIERH2SVXL%QIVMGE
The %VKIRXMRI8ERKSMW
performed in an embrace.
It can vary from very open
(partners at arm’s length) or
very close (chest-to-chest).
Organizer Susan Kahn said,
“It is a dance that builds
a strong relationship with
]SYVTEVXRIV².IRRMJIV,EVX
added,“It’s a 3 minute love
affair.”

%RSVQEP9XMGE8ERKS
Society meeting begins with
a warm up and then review
of the fundamentals. The
classes are “broken up” by
skill level and a new element
[MPPFIXEYKLX %JXIVXLI
new element is added the
group will practice and drill
the new technique until it is
perfected.

Susan Khan and Sukru Colak instruction during Utica Tango Society
meeting at The Other Side.
on the tradition by being the
intermission entertainment
for Steve Falvo Easy Money
Big Band.
Susan Khan, Utica Tango
Society organizer, teaches
social studies to ESL
WXYHIRXWEX4VSGXSV,MKL
School. Khan got into
ballroom dance as a rehab
outlet for knee injury.
Tango came after driving
to Syracuse weekly. She
decided to start something

moved back to Utica for
work; she is a registered
dietitian. Jennifer started
dancing in Geneva. She
saw an ad in the town crier
for tango classes. She was
trying to meet friends and
dancing looked like fun
especially in the middle of
winter. She met a variety
of people and learned a
subculture of the world.

Sukru said,“Everybody has
a perception of dance but
%VKIRXMRIXERKSMWJSVQI
a dance that best suits my
TIVWSREPMX]-RSVHIVXS½RH
out what is best for you
then you need to try other

Milonga is the name of
organized dance events
where all the practicing
comes to fruition and
dancers can dance. Utica
Tango Society hosts a
monthly Milonga. This
month’s Milonga is on May
2 from 9pm to midnight.
Normally, the Utica Tango
Society has a family friendly
Milonga, open to high school
students. This is a unique
aspect of the UTS’s Milonga
and they are one of the only
places that include the youth
in their dance night.

Utica Tango Society is open
to new members $10/class;
they’re looking to multiply
the,“it takes 2 to tango” and
add to their membership.
8LI]QIIXEX41
¯41SR7EXYVHE]W
at the Other Side, 2011
Genesee St, Utica, New York.
For more information go
to: http://www.uticatango.
org/ and you can like
them https://facebook.com/
uticatango T

There are a number
FIRI½XWJVSQHERGIERH
XLI%VKIRXMRIXERKS
8LSWIFIRI½XWMRGPYHIE
way to socialize, improve
spirituality and emotional
health, reduce stress and
depression, increased energy
and serotonin, improve
¾I\MFMPMX]WXVIRKXLFEPERGI
and endurance, strengthen
bones and cardiovascular
health, and increase mental

28 W. Main Street
2nd Floor
Mohawk, NY 13407

The second instructor,
Sukru Colak, is an electrical

www.accentbrokerage.com
Rebecca Smith - R.E. Broker
Brenda Parker - R.E. Salesperson
Kelly Jackson - R.E. Salesperson
Lorene Prenderville - R.E. Salesperson
James Caiola - R.E. Salesperson

Phone: 315-219-5990 Fax: 315-219-5991

8LI%VKIRXMRI8ERKSEX½VWX
appears simply as walking
with a partner set to music.
4EVXRIVWGERI\TVIWWEKVIEX
deal of emotion through
the dance, ankles and knees
brushing as one leg passes
the other. There is a great
deal of improvisation in the
%VKIRXMRI8ERKS ;LMPI
there are no basic steps in
XLI%VKIRXMRI8ERKSXLIVI
are certain movements that
have been accepted as,“the
dance.”
1SWX%VKIRXMRI8ERKS
dances take about 3
minutes. That is based on
the songs that are generally
used for the dance. Many
songs are from 19201930’s and each song runs
about 3 minutes. modern
tango music is a modern
interpretation of the classic
tunes that came before.
Utica Tango Society carries

Female dancers are almost
always moving backwards.
Sukru said,“We dance
GSYRXIVGPSGO[MWI %W]SY
move you can see other
dancers.”

GETEGMX]F]I\IVGMWMRK
cognitive processes

dances.”

Jennifer Hart and Sukru Colak perform the Argentine Tango.

JUST LISTED 35 N 3rd Ave, Ilion
NEW LISTING State Route 5, Schuyler
WOW!! SPACIOUS &
Are you looking for
UPDATED village home
a piece of property
with lots of great features.
in a nice central
4/5BRs, 2 full baths, large
location
where
LR, formal DR, beautiful
you could start
eat-in kitchen, & office.
your new business?
Then you should Nice yard, great location and gorgeous front porch to enjoy
check out this 2 Acre piece. Zoned industrial, gas and on those warm Spring & Summer nights PLUS a covered
water at the road, septic is needed. Give us a call.
deck with sunken hot tub. You will enjoy this one!
JUST LISTED 566 Pine Ave, Herkimer
JUST LISTED Ball Rd, Litchfield
Very lovely Raised Ranch
Nice 1.8 acre buildwith tons of space! 1st
ing lot with 437 feet
road frontage. Close
floor includes 3BRs, 1
to the Valley and
full bath, LR, FR or den,
Washington Mills.
large eat-in kitchen and
Build your new
home up on the hill formal DR. FULLY FINISHED BASEMENT has 1 BR, 1 full
for the views. Trees bath, family room, utility/laundry room, storage room,
near road give nice play area. Nice hardwoods, central air, flexible floor plan,
privacy.
detached garage, yard. Owners are looking for offers!!!

REDUCED 7 Columbia St, Mohawk

in Utica;“building a scene.”
Khan teaches 30-40
students, mostly immigrants
EX4VSGXSVLS[XSHERGIXLI
%VKIRXMRI8ERKS
Utica Tango Society has 2
MRWXVYGXSVW.IRRMJIV,EVX
from Geneva, New York,

engineer from Syracuse.
,IHVMZIWMR[IIOP]JVSQ
Syracuse to instruct at
the Other Side. Sukru
began his life in dance by
taking a class in Syracuse.
,ILEHRSTVMSVHERGI
I\TIVMIRGI)ZIRXYEPP]LI
started teaching. Sukru said,

Absolutely gorgeous 2
family home! Live in
one side and have
your tenant help with
you mortgage. One
apartment has 3BRs,
1.5 baths, entry hall,
LR, FR, dining area, kitchen, & laundry. Other is 2 BR, 1
bath, LR, DR, kitchen. Separate heat and electric.
Beautifully updated.

329 Eastern Ave, Herkimer
Affordable 2 family. Both apartments are 2BR, 1
bath. Tenants pay
all utilities. Owner
financing is available with a minimum 15% down
based on credit
score.
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“

Gardening requires lots of water —
most of it in the form of perspiration.
~Lou Erickson

EDITOR

Farmer’s Market vs Backyard Vegetable Gardens
Interest in growing your own vegetables on the rise
By Daniel Baldwin
7TVMRKMWSJ½GMEPP]LIVI
ERHEPXLSYKLQSXLIVREXYVILEWSJJIVIHYTWSQI
GLEPPIRKIWXLMW]IEVJEVQIVWEVIWXEVXMRKXSTPERX
XLIMVGVSTWWSXLEXXLI]
GERFILEVZIWXIHMRXLI
WYQQIVERHWSPHMRQER]
JEVQIVW´QEVOIXWEVSYRH
XLI97

ERHGEVHFSEVH 8LI]EVI
½PPIH[MXLEVXM½GMEPW[IIXIRIVWPMOIKPYXIRTVIWIVZEXMZIWERHL]HVSKIREXIHSMP
8LIWIJSSHWEPWSHSRSX
GSRXEMREPEVKIEQSYRXSJ
RYXVMXMSRSVZMXEQMRW
±1ER]TISTPIEVIMRXIVIWXIHMRKVS[MRKXLIMVS[R
JSSH² %VQEXEWEMH ±+VS[MRKEKEVHIRMWIEWMIVXLER
QER]XLMRKWFIGEYWIMX´W
YRHIV]SYVGSRXVSP8LI
JEVQIVXLEXVIEPP]LERHPIW
QER]LYRHVIHWSJEGVIWSJ
½IPHGVSTWLEWXSTYXSYX
EPSXSJQSRI]JSVWIIHW
ERHWYTTPMIW²

%GGSVHMRKXSXLI9RMXIH
7XEXIW(ITEVXQIRXSJ
%KVMGYPXYVI 97(% XLIVI
[IVIQSVIXLER
JEVQIVWQEVOIXWMR
ERHXLEXRYQFIVMWWXIEHMP]
KVS[MRKXSHE]3YXSJEPP
XLI½JX]WXEXIW2I[=SVO
7XEXIERH'EPMJSVRMEEVI
XLIX[SXLEXLEWXLIQSWX
JEVQIVW´QEVOIXW 8LIWI
WXEXMWXMGWWLS[XLEXJEVQW
EVSYRHXLI97EVIWXMPP
TSTYPEVERHRSXIGSRSQMGEPP]H]MRK
&IVRMI%VQEXE )\IGYXMZI(MVIGXSVSJ'SVRIPP
'SSTIVEXMZIW)\XIRWMSR
SJ,IVOMQIV'SYRX] WEMH
XLEXJEVQIVW´QEVOIXWEVI
XLITIVJIGXTPEGIXSKIXPSGEPP]KVS[RJSSHFYXXLI]
EPWSLEZIERIJJIGXXS[EVHW

'V]WXEP'SVREGGLMESJ
2I[TSVXMWSRI2I[=SVO
7XEXIGMXM^IR[LSWEMHXLEX
WLITVIJIVWKVS[MRKZIKIXEFPIWMRLIVS[RFEGO]EVH
A small backyard garden can produce a lot of fresh healthy vegetables
for your family.
EGMX]SVXS[R´WIGSRSQ]
±8LIEHZERXEKIWSJKSMRK
XSEJEVQIV´WQEVOIXEVI
]SY´VIKIXXMRKZIV]JVIWL
TVSHYGIXLEX´WPSGEPP]
KVS[R²LIWEMH ±-REKVSGIV]WXSVIEPPXLIJSSHLEW
XSTEWWUYEPMX]GLIGOWERH
MX´WGSQMRKJVSQEHMWXERGI
;LIR]SYWYTTSVXMRKE
JEVQIV´WQEVOIX]SYEVI
WYTTSVXMRKXLIPSGEPIGSRSQ]ERH]SY´VIKIXXMRKXLI
FIRI½XSJPSGEPP]KVS[R
JSSH²
.MQ1EXXIWSRMWXLIS[RIVSJ1EXXIWSR´W1EVOIXMR
;SSHKEXI,IWEMHGYWXSQIVW[LSKSXSJEQIVW´
QEVOIXWLEZIE[MHIZEVMIX]SJJVYMXWERHZIKIXEFPIW
XSGLSSWIJVSQ
±8LI] GYWXSQIVW PSZI
KSMRKXSJEVQIVW´QEVOIXW
FIGEYWIXLIVI´WEZEVMIX]
SJHMJJIVIRXXLMRKWEXXLIWI
QEVOIXW²1EXXIWSRWEMH
;LMPIWSQIGMXM^IRWTVIJIVXSKIXXLIMVGVSTWEXE
JEVQIV´WQEVOIXSXLIVWEVI
TYXXMRKSRXLIMVKEVHIRMRK
KPSZIWERHKVS[MRKXLIMV
S[RJVYMXWERHZIKIXEFPIW
MRXLIMVS[RFEGO]EVH
%GGSVHMRKXSE
WXYH]EX%VXLVMXMWXSHE]SVK
QMPPMSR97GMXM^IRWTPER
XSKVS[JVYMXWERHZIKIXEFPIWMRXLIMVS[R]EVH
ERHXLEXMWETIVGIRX
MRGVIEWIJVSQPEWX]IEV
 
4PERXMRKERHLEVZIWXMRK

GVSTWQE]XEOIXMQISJJ
ETIVWSR´WWGLIHYPI&YX
HIWTMXIXLII\XVEPEFSV
TISTPIEVIWEZMRKQSRI]
F]HSMRKXLMWTVEGXMGI
;LIRTISTPIFY]ZIKIXEFPIWJVSQEKVSGIV]SV
JEVQIV´WQEVOIXXLITVMGIW
YWYEPP]VERKIJVSQXS
IEGL :IKIXEFPITVMGIW
MRWXSVIWEVIPMOIP]XS
MRGVIEWIXSTIVGIRX
MRXLIJYXYVIEGGSVHMRKXS
2(8:4VS½X 8LIHVSYKLX
MR'EPMJSVRMEMWXLIQEMR
VIEWSR[L]ZIKIXEFPITVMGIWEVIKSMRKXSVMWI
:IKIXEFPIWIIHWTVMGIWSR
XLISXLIVLERHVERKIJVSQ
XSTIVTEGOIX
=SYHSRIIHXSTYVGLEWI
EJI[KEVHIRMRKXSSPWFYX
MXMWFIXXIVXLERFY]MRKE
XVEGXSV
'VSTWXLEXEVIKVS[R
EXLSQIEPWSXEWXIFIXXIVXLERXLISRIWJVSQE
WYTIVQEVOIX*SSHWXLEX
EVIKVS[RMREKEVHIRLEZI
QSVI¾EZSVZMFVERXGSPSVW
ERHVMGLXI\XYVIEGGSVHMRK
XS2EXYVI2I[WGSQ 8LI]
EVIEPWSJYPPSJQMGVSRYXVMIRXWZMXEQMRWERHERXMS\MHERXW VIQSZIWHEQEKMRK
S\MHM^MRKEKIRXWERHXS\MG
GLIQMGEPW ERHWMRGI]SYV
JVYMXWERHZIKIXEFPIWEVI
NYWXEJI[JIIXE[E]JVSQ
]SYVLSYWIMX[MPPFIIEWMIV
XSKVEFERHIEXQSVI
4EGOEKIHJSSHWGVSTWEVI
XLISRIWXLEXEVI[VETTIH
MRWIZIVEPPE]IVWSJTPEWXMG

±'IVXEMRZIKIXEFPIWKVS[
FIXXIVEXSYVLSYWI²WLI
WEMH ±=SYHSR´XLEZIXS
[EMXRI\X]IEVJSVXLIRI\X
JEVQIV´WQEVOIX-GERNYWX
KSSYXERHKVS[XLIQ
ER]XMQI²
+VS[MRKEFEGO]EVHZIKIXEFPIKEVHIRGERFIJYR
FYXI\TIVMIRGIXS[EVHW
KVS[MRKERHVEMWMRKGVSTW
MWVIUYMVIHEGGSVHMRKXS
1EXXIWSR
±%PSXSJTISTPIJIIPXLI]
GERKVS[MXMRXLIMVFEGO]EVHYRXMPXLI]XV]MXSRI
XMQIERHYWYEPP]XLIVI´WRS
EPSXSJWYGGIWW²1EXXIWSR
WEMH ±%XEJEVQIV´WQEVOIX
XLIWIJEVQIVWLEZIFIIR
HSMRKXLMWJSV]IEVW 8LI]
ORS[[LEXXLI]´VIHSMRK
ERHMX´WUYEPMX]-XLMROEPSX
SJTISTPIXLMROXLEXXLI]´VI
KSMRKXSWYGGIIHEXMXERH
XLEXMWEXSYKLXLMRK =SY
VIEPP]KSXXSTYX]SYVXMQI
MRXSMX²
*EVQWERHFEGO]EVH
ZIKIXEFPIKEVHIRWLEZIE
FMKHMJJIVIRGIMRTVMGIERH
¾EZSVFYX(IERWFSVSVIWMHIRXERHJEVQIV'SVVMRI
&MWLSTTWEMHXLEXXLIVI
MWRSTL]WMGEPHMJJIVIRGI
FIX[IIRTPERXMRKGVSTWSR
EJEVQERHTPERXMRKXLIQ
MRXLIFEGO]EVH&MWLSTT
ERHLIVJEQMP]LEZIEPEVKI
ZIKIXEFPIKEVHIRXLEXXLI]
YWIJSVXLIQWIPZIW
±,EZMRKEZIKIXEFPIKEVHIRSREJEVQERHMR]SYV
]EVHMWXLIWEQIXLMRK²
WLIWEMH ±=SYKSXXSXEOI
XLIWEQIEQSYRXSJ[SVO
XSKVS[MXHITIRHMRKSR
XLIWGEPISJLS[FMK]SYV
KEVHIRMW² T

CHOICES.

EDITOR

CHOICES.

• Online or in Person...

• Reviews: Your Place or Ours...
• Actual Cash Value or
Replacement Cost...

YOUR CHOICE.

Lesley Grogan
Agent

Stittville • 315.865.4195
lesleyg.nh@gatescole.com
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